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Terms of Reference
Self-referenced by the Committee on 7 February 2022:
That the Legal and Social Issues Committee inquire into, consider and report, by 31 May 2022, on the
following —
a. the rise of the far-right extremist movements in Victoria in the context of —
i.

social isolation and growing economic insecurity;

ii.

racist scapegoating;

iii.

the role of mainstream and social media;

iv.

the distrust of governments and politicians;

b. their methods of recruitment and communication;
c.

how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the growth of far-right extremism in the Victorian context;

d. the risks their plans and actions pose to Victoria and especially to Victoria’s multicultural
communities;
e. the violent potential of these movements, including the potential for targeted violence against
politicians and public figures;
f.

the links between far-right extremist groups, other forms of extremism, and populist radical right and
anti-vaccine misinformation groups;

g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —
i.

the role of early intervention measures to diminish the recruitment and mobilisation
prospects of far-right extremist groups;

ii.

the role of social cohesion, greater civil engagement and empowerment, and community
building programs;

iii.

the submissions made to and, when tabled, the report by the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security’s Inquiry into extremist movements and
radicalism in Australia; and

h. any other related matters.
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Threats to Australian Domestic Security
In November 2021, the Contemporary Threats to Australian Security (CTAS) research group was
established at Charles Sturt University via funding provided by the Sturt Scheme. This funding was
to the value of $600,000 (later revised upwards to $900,000), aiming to expand research in priority
security areas. This is part of the Charles Sturt mission to contribute to living ‘well in a world worth
living in’.
The Threats to Australian Domestic Security group sits within CTAS, with a view to focus on right
wing extremism initially. As below:

The Threats to Australian
Domestic Security group is a
multidisciplinary team of security
experts, led by Professor Mark
Nolan as the group director, and
Dr Kristy Campion as the
research lead on right wing
extremism.

Members include Associate
Professor Nick O’Brien, Dr
Emma
Colvin,
Dr
Ruth
Delaforce, Dr Levi West,
Associate Professor Marcus
Smith, Dr Douglas Allan, Dr
Jamie Ferrill, and Dr Piero
Moraro
at
Edith
Cowan
University.

The ultimate goal of the Domestic Threats group is to support the safeguarding of Australians from
a variety of security threats. The current focus is right wing extremism and terrorism project. This
project includes, but is not limited to, research concerning:
•
•
•

ideological mutation
strategic innovation
tactical evolution

Through collaboration and multidisciplinary scholarship, the Domestic Threats team aim to improve
understandings on right wing extremism and support public and private efforts to safeguard the
Australian community.
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Contributor details
Dr Kristy Campion
Dr Kristy Campion is Lecturer of Terrorism Studies at Charles Sturt University and has published Australia's
first comprehensive history of terrorism, Chasing Shadows: the untold and deadly story of terrorism in
Australia. Her work on right wing extremism has identified the extensive transnational and domestic networks;
defined ideological systems and beliefs; examined the participation of women; and explored the factors which
have enabled its overall endurance. She has also published on other ideological threats including the extreme
left, and religious threats such as Salafi jihadism. In collaboration with Dr Jamie Ferrill, she is the author of the
CTAS concept, and the research lead in Threats to Australian Domestic Security group. For a full list of
publications, see here.

Dr Jamie Ferrill
Dr Jamie Ferrill is the Discipline Lead of Financial Crime Studies at Charles Sturt University. As a political
sociologist, Jamie researches threats to national and economic security. Her work focuses on the role of
human actors and ideology in organisational processes, as well as in transnational cooperation and
collaboration. She has researched widely on transnational border security issues in Australia, New Zealand
and Canada, spanning examinations of ideologically motivated violence, through to financial crime, moneylaundering, COVID-19, and bioterrorism. In collaboration with Dr Kristy Campion, she is the author of the CTAS
concept, and the research lead in Threats to Australian Economic Security group. For a full list of publications,
see here.

Dr Emma Colvin
Dr Emma Colvin is a Senior Lecturer in law and criminology at the Centre for Law and Justice at Charles Sturt
University. She researches on the experiences of vulnerable groups and their contact with the criminal justice
system. She is particularly interested in access to justice. She conducts interdisciplinary work with colleagues
around Australia on bail decisions and vulnerable people and the criminalisation of young people with
experience of the out-of-home care system. She has received funding from government and non-government
external grant schemes and has published in internationally renowned journals. Her latest co-authored book
Children, Care and Crime: trauma and transformation will be published by Routledge later this year. For a full
list of publications, see here.

Dr Levi J West
Dr Levi J. West is the Director of Terrorism Studies at Australian Graduate School of Policing and Security,
Charles Sturt University (Canberra). He is a leading expert in matters related to terrorism and counter terrorism,
and broader issues of national security. He has researched and published on matters related to terrorist
evolution and innovation, with specific reference to the weaponization of social media. For a full list of
publications, see here.

Dr Ruth Delaforce
Dr Ruth Delaforce is a Lecturer in Criminology and Policing at Charles Sturt University, with specific interests
in the military-crime nexus, intelligence and investigative processes, formal and informal policing, and state
security arrangements. Her background includes employment in the federal public sector, private sector, and
law enforcement, in policy and operational roles. For a full list of publications, see here.
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Associate Professor Nick O’Brien
Nick is the Head of School of the Australian Graduate School of Policing and Security (AGSPS). Before joining
Charles Sturt University, Nick O'Brien represented the UK Association of Chief Police Officers - Terrorism and
Allied Matters Committee (ACPO-TAM) and all the UK police forces in a diplomatic post as the Counter
Terrorism and Extremism Liaison Officer (CTELO) at the British High Commission in Canberra. Prior to this
posting Nick was in charge of International Counter Terrorism in Special Branch at New Scotland Yard. Nick
represented the UK at the G8 Counter Terrorist Practitioners Meetings and at the Europol and the European
Police Working Group on Terrorism. He is a graduate of the international Leadership in Counter Terrorism
(LinCT) program. For a full list of publications, see here.

Professor Mark Nolan
Professor Mark Nolan is the Director of the Centre for Law and Justice at the Australian Graduate School of
Policing and Security at Charles Sturt University. Mark is an interdisciplinary legal scholar with qualifications
in law, honours and doctoral training in social psychology, and a Masters of Asia Pacific Studies majoring in
Thai language. Mark has made individual and joint submissions to parliamentary inquiries in the area of
counter-terrorism law and federal criminal law since 9/11. He is the Deputy Research Director of the
Contemporary Threats to Australian Security (CTAS) group at Charles Sturt University, where he is the lead
of the Threats to Australian Domestic Security group. For a full list of publications, see here.

Dr Douglas Allan
Dr Douglas Allan is the Associate Head of School of the Australian Graduate School of Policing and Security
at Charles Sturt University. He also lectures into the Fraud and Financial Crime degree, and the Anti-Money
Laundering degree. Douglas has a background in law enforcement and public sector fraud investigations
having worked in New Zealand, Scotland and England. As a criminological researcher Douglas focuses
primarily on financial crime with a particular interest in the acquisition of criminogenic knowledge and criminal
planning. He has applied this expertise to terrorism and security matters to illuminate perpetrator decisionmaking. For a full list of publications, see here.
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We thank the Legal and Social Issues Committee for the opportunity to contribute to this inquiry. It
is commendable to see government consideration of right wing extremism in the wake of
commissions at major attack locations such as New Zealand and Canada. Right wing extremism is
a transnationally embedded threat, active in both online and offline ecosystems. It features diverse
ideological communities who rationalise, celebrate, and instruct on the use of violence against
enemies. Countering this threat therefore requires multi-levelled government, stakeholder, and the
community engagement.
In providing this joint submission, we aim to highlight different aspects of this security threat through
varied disciplinary perspectives. This specifically relates to right wing extremism in Australia
generally and Victoria specifically, ideological systems and dispersion, youth radicalisation, firearms
registration, proscription, and legislation. We hope this submission assists the Committee in its
deliberations.
Domestic Threats to Australian Security team,
June 2022
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Submission by Dr Kristy Campion
The following statement by Dr Kristy Campion is representative of her expert opinion, and is
not necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors listed in this joint
submission.

a. the rise of the far-right extremist movements in Victoria in the context of —
iv. the distrust of governments and politicians;

This submission addresses the extreme right exclusively, not the far right generally. In order
to do this, a distinction must be made between the two terms. Within terrorism studies, the term far
right is typically an umbrella term used to refer to both radical and extreme rights (Bjorgo and Ravndal
2019). The divisions between the two rights are made on the premise of both beliefs and actions.
The radical right refers to milieus, organisations and individuals who pursue right wing ideas via
democratic processes and practices. The radical right does not support or condone acts of violence
in pursuit of its ideological goals, even if it advocates the removal of liberal elites and disagrees with
mainstream policies. While radicalism can sometimes become violent (with violence at rallies and
marches not uncommon), violence is not essential to its attempt at political change.
The extreme right, by contrast, opposes democratic principles and processes. It has a
positive evaluation of violence, which means that violence is seen as a legitimate way to achieve
ideological goals. An extreme ideology (of any orientation) advocates or permits, implicitly or
explicitly, violence as a mechanism through which the ideological utopia can be achieved (Midlarsky
2011). It does not need to specifically instruct its followers to engage in violence, but it can create
the worldview in which such violence becomes valid, legitimate, and the only recourse. This violence
can range from spontaneous violence and hate crime, through to arson and extreme violence, to
terrorism.
The extreme right may be defined by three core premises. This includes opposition to
democracy, authoritarianism, and exclusionary nationalism (Carter 2018; Mudde 2000). This means
that organisations often disavow democracy as a broken or corrupt system, a ‘myth’, and inherently
flawed by its presumption on the equality of citizens (Campion 2019). Its authoritarian nature is
observable across positions, including enforcement of certain behaviours and norms, concentration
of powers, and rejection of political pluralism. Its exclusionary nationalism advances a selective,
often ethnically/racially/sexually/religious restrictive view of the citizen. The vision of a good society
and ‘the people’ often leverages simplistic stereotypes and myths divorced from historical nuance.
Narratives of peril and threat tend to further validate or legitimise the use of violence to defend
‘the people’ and their futures. Many of these narratives reflect a suite of racist, intolerant, and
xenophobic positions. Extreme right wing narratives vary in their content and goals, as reflective of
the heterogeneity of the milieu as a whole.

THE VICTORIAN EXTREME RIGHT
The Victorian extreme right milieu comprises a variety of organisations, fringe dwellers, and
individuals. Of the organisations with public profiles, it may be observed that their ideologies include
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neo-Nazi, white supremacist ideologies, and anti-government ideologies. This means that extreme
right elements may:
•
•
•

oppose the democratically elected government of Victoria
support an authoritarian vision of a ‘good society’
pursue an exclusionary form of nationalism, in which ‘the people’ are imagined as white,
heteronormative, and conforming to pre-determined behaviours and beliefs

As a consequence of these three core positions, they will often create, promote, or magnify content
which:
•
•
•

opposes multicultural and immigration policies, normally in connection with conspiratorial
beliefs
targets LGBTIQA+, ethnic, religious and cultural minorities, especially Jewish Australians and
Muslim Australians
opposes representatives and reach of the government, often in relation to law enforcement
and judicial elements

Further, Victoria is the location of a substantial amount of extreme right activity in the last two
decades. Such activity includes, (but is not limited to), serious incidents such as tabled below:

Years

Select Victorian incidents

2021- 2020

Assaults and intimidation in association with National Socialist Network
Threats and intimidation in association with Proud Boys Borderlands
Obstructive and unlawful activities by individuals in associated with Sovereign Citizen
ideologies

2019 – 2016

Assaults and threats to kill by individual holding XRW beliefs, later subject to Inpatient
Treatment Order
Homophobic verbal abuse by an individual during religious service
Assaults of Jewish Australians in Melbourne
Indian Catholic Reverend stabbed in the neck by individual with racist beliefs
Arrest and conviction of right wing extremist Phillip Galea under Terrorism Act
offenses

2015 – 2012

Anti-Semitic individual conducted stabbing at mosque
Bias crimes against gay men in Melbourne
Two individuals with racist beliefs commit break and entre, rape, torture and false
imprisonment against two Vietnamese Australian women.
White supremacist individual found to have firearms and improvised explosive
materials, balaclavas and silencers in weapons cache.
Weapons offenses in association with Reclaim Australia rally attendees travelling from
Sydney to Melbourne
Individuals charged over mock-beheading
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Members of neo-Nazi gang the Crazy White Boys commit serious bodily harm against
a Vietnamese international student (check charges)
2011 – 2008

Individual charged for weapons cache, including anti-personnel equipment, booby
traps, and some $17,000 worth of explosives.
Acts of assault and serious injury (stabbing with a screwdriver) committed by a minor
and a co-offender, in conjunction with racial and homophobic abuse
Victorian police shoot and kill a 15 year old member of the Southern Cross Soldiers
during an incident

The expanded list of Severe Right Wing Violence and Terrorism incidents in Australia can
be found attached as Appendix A.
The extreme right wing community is not restricted by state or national borders, and
exchanges with like-minded elements is common. Many Australian organisations in and beyond
Victoria actively seek connections elsewhere. This was articulated in my earlier work, one of which
demonstrates transnational connections (Campion 2019b) and another which elaborates on the
transhistorical domestic connections (Campion 2019a).
The transnational nature of the extreme right wing universe of ideas was brought to the fore
most recently in Buffalo, in the state of New York. On 14 May 2022, a right wing extremist committed
an act of terrorism primarily against African-Americans in a shopping centre. Ten people were killed,
and President Joe Biden labelled the act ‘domestic terrorism.’ The perpetrator claimed inspiration
from an Australian right wing terrorist, Brenton Tarrant. Tarrant was the perpetrator of the 15 March
2019 terrorist attack in New Zealand, which staged in conjunction with the release of his manifesto,
The Great Replacement. Indeed, 24% of the Buffalo attackers manifesto directly plagiarised
Tarrant’s manifesto, and otherwise reflected many of its major themes. What this act demonstrates
is the continuing transnationalism of extreme right wing ideas and their relevance to acts of severe
violence and terrorism around the world.
This means that right wing extremists in Victoria do not exist in a vacuum. Exchanges
between Victorians and other domestic and transnational individuals and movements must be
expected, as they often perceive themselves to be part of an embattled and imperilled worldwide
community.

DISTRUST OF GOVERNMENT AND POLITICIANS
Distrust of government is a common attribute of extreme right wing ideologies, due to their
disagreement with democratic principles and democratic processes of governance. By extension,
they typically oppose elected officials on diverse grounds. This can range from narratives that the
government is tyrannical or oppressive, an activity resolved for privileged elites, dominated by media
or foreign interests, or having been ‘purchased’ by foreign or domestic religious or cultural
movements.
The extreme right’s fundamental disagreement with the democratic principle of equality
permeates this issue. They refute the presumed equality of citizens. Measures undertaken to redress
inequality are often interpreted in negative ways, especially with respect to gender and ethnicity. As
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one Australian right wing terrorist suggested: “Democracy is mob rule and the mob itself is ruled by
our enemies.”
Distrust of politicians is an extension of this premise and is interconnected with other
narratives. They may be called “anti-white”, globalists, and traitors. Narratives of distrust are also
informed by conspiratorialism, with one organisation advancing that conspiracy that there are
“faceless internationalists pulling the strings of subservient politicians with wave upon wave of nonEuropean migrants.” Right wing extremists in Australia have issued death threats to Australian
politicians in the past for perceived crimes against the people.
This distrust was observably magnified during the COVID-19 pandemic.

c. how the COVID-19 pandemic has affected the growth of far-right extremism in the Victorian
context;

In 2020, myself and a team were awarded funding under the Charles Sturt University COVID19 Research Grant scheme to investigate the impact of COVID-19 on the various extreme milieus
in Australia. To do this, I examined the extreme right, the extreme left, and Salafi jihadist milieus with
respect to the Australian context. My aim was to illuminate how extremist milieus understood and
incorporated COVID-19 through their narratives, and to further interrogate the potential implications
of those narratives to national security.
I developed a dataset which captured incidents which appeared to align with the three
ideological milieus, relying on statements, chatter from SITE Intelligence, media reporting, letter
dropping, protests, rallies, and associated acts of violence. Right wing extremism was a significant
part of the overall dataset, far outweighing left wing extremism. Activity in Victoria formed a
substantial part of the overall dataset over the year of data collection (2020).
While the results addressed Australia broadly instead of states specifically, the following
outcomes relate to the Victorian context:
•

•
•

•

the buttressing of existing narratives within the context of COVID-19 will have the most
enduring impact, as the buttressing may well serve to cement extremist positions while
deepening the divide between extremists and their societies;
the diversification of narratives developed in the context of COVID-19 has complicated the
threatscape, and may serve to complicate both identification and prosecution efforts against
violent elements of the extreme right;
the adoption of idiosyncratic positions and inclusion of conspiratorial beliefs not typically
found in the extreme right landscape may lead to extremism that is difficult to associate with
the right wing, and may instead prove to be more individualised ideological threats;
Misinformation during the COVID-19 pandemic, emitting from both the mainstream media
and social media, is likely to have fostered greater distrust in government during a critical
period in which government reach was more noticeable within the lives of citizens.

This is further expanded upon by co-author Dr Jamie Ferrill in the relevant section on page 15-16.
The full results of this study was published in Perspectives on Terrorism, and can be found here.

d. the risks their plans and actions pose to Victoria and especially to Victoria’s multicultural
communities;
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The risk that their plans and actions pose to Victoria and Victorians multicultural community
may be divided between violent and non-violent threats.

VIOLENT THREAT
There remains a violent threat to Victoria’s multicultural communities, as well as sexual and
religious communities. Extreme right violence refers to a broad range of attacks motivated by
extreme right ideology, including vandalism, arson, and spontaneous violence, such as street-based
assault. Hate crime can cover extreme right violence, in addition to hate speech, vilification, and
racial harassment. Extreme right terrorism refers to premeditated and deliberate attacks designed to
achieve a coercive political effect or objective. In Australia, the violence is normally more reflective
of extreme right violence and/or hate crime, although there have been extreme right terrorist plots
disrupted by law enforcement, as evidenced recently with the conviction of Phillip Galea on terrorist
act offenses associated with extreme right-wing ideology in CDPP v Galea [2020] VSC 750.
The most evident targets for this violence are ethnic and religious minorities, such as Asians,
Jews, Muslims, LGBTIAQ+ persons and left-wing opponents. In the past ten years, serious offences
have been conducted against the first three targets as tabled above. Another indicator of the capacity
for violence can be found in incidents of weapons offences and caches, where extreme right wing
literature or symbols are also present. While this does not necessarily indicate an active plot, it can
be indicative of passive preparations even if they are never realised.
The violent threat of the extreme right has in recent years typically (but not exclusively)
manifested in association with fringe dwellers and lone actors. Globally, firearms are frequently
exploited by lone actors and fringe dwellers, sometimes obtained legally. While groups and
movements affiliated with extreme right ideology receive the most media attention, they have
typically failed to engage in the premeditated political violence which would meet the legislative
definition of a terrorism act.
Instead, such organisations propagate extreme and violent narratives which are consumed
by fringe dwellers who may demonstrate a propensity for becoming lone actors. Individuals and small
cells affiliated with extreme right ideology are prone to fragmenting away from broader movements
and groups to plot or undertake attacks as lone actors. This was the case with both Phillip Galea
and Brenton Tarrant. These individuals cannot be divorced from their ideological ecosystems, which
are validated, legitimised and maintained by extreme right groups and movements domestically and
internationally. The threat to Victoria’s multicultural communities, LGBTIQA+ and religious minorities,
and elements of the political left is therefore enduring.

NON-VIOLENT THREAT
There is also a non-violent threat to Victoria’s multicultural communities, LGBTIAQ+ and
religious minorities, and other divisions of society (such as women). This threat manifests through
non-violent tactics aimed at subverting, disrupting, or eroding democratic processes and principles.
This is most relevant to issues of equality and the rights of citizens across a range of gender, sexual,
and ethnic issues.
Tactics such as entryism are practiced by the extreme right, where they engage in democratic
processes for the purposes of gaming the system. This can include the intent to branch-stack in
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major parties to replace their core values, attain leadership positions to change the political values
or direction of the parties, and to pressure existing leadership into submitting to particular policies
and positions.
Other concerns are posed by astroturfing and front-grouping. The former refers to a tactic in
the extreme right to run marketing campaigns designed to deceive consumers about the true origins
and intent of the campaign and the campaigners themselves. This is despite existing prohibitions on
misleading conduct. Front-grouping is where organisations develop a fake group seemingly
representative of unique interests and divorced from the main group, while nonetheless under its
control. An example of this is when the Australian League of Rights developed front groups such as
the Women who Want to be Women group. These tactics erode democratic transparency and
manipulate citizens through deceit.

e.

the violent potential of these movements, including the potential for targeted violence
against politicians and public figures;

The potential for violence exists within Victoria’s extreme right movements, associated with
lone actors, fringe dwellers, and organisations (with some currently facing charges in association
with terrorism act offences).
Targeted violence against politicians and public figures is well established in the extreme
right, and has been for some time. By way of example, Alan Berg, a Jewish American radio host,
was murdered by The Order in 1984. Berg was allegedly targeted by the group because of his
opposition to their white supremacist beliefs. In a more recent example, a sitting British MP Jo Cox
was murdered on the steps of the library after holding a public forum in 2016. The murderer was a
white supremacist, who stabbed her 15 times, shot her twice in the head and once in the chest,
whilst also injuring her staff. The attack was motivated by white beliefs and exclusionary nationalism.
More recently in 2020, six members of a Michigan based militia associated with extreme right
wing ideology were charged in relation to a plot to kidnap Michigan Governor Gretchen Whitmer.
They plotted to abduct the governor because of her pandemic countermeasures, and to blow up a
bridge near Whitmer’s residence to stall police recovery efforts and investigations. They were alleged
to have undertaken training in pursuit of this, and possessed a firework wrapped in pennies for
shrapnel. Two members pled guilty, while another two were acquitted, and two did not receive a
verdict due to a hung jury.
Ideologically, the targeting of public figures is often justified by the extreme right via narratives
of peril. These narratives suggest that elected politicians are traitors to ‘the people’. This is often
ascribed to politicians being insider threats, working in the service of foreign and malevolent powers.
They can be discussed as being puppets of the Zionist Occupation Government – a conspiratorial
belief in the extreme right that a Jewish supra-government is pulling the strings of elected
governments around the world, undermining true sovereignty, and enslaving the people. Policies
and initiatives seen to peril ‘the people’, like multiculturalism and immigration policies, are interpreted
used as evidence of a politician’s treachery.
The long-standing contention between left and right political philosophies has an impact in
the extreme right targeting. Historically in Australia, the extreme right are very combative towards
what they perceive as an ‘extreme left’. This was directed towards trade unions in the 1920 and
1930s, which led to fighting in the streets (Moore 2005). During this timeframe, much of the animosity
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was directed at left wing figures, including the NSW Labour Premier Jack Lang, who – regardless of
their actual political leanings – were simplistically grouped together as ‘communists’.
While severe violent incidents may not be frequent, the narratives of peril endured. This is
evidenced most recently in the case of Phillip Galea. The Galea case is also suggestive of concerns
about an ‘extreme left’ and the targeting of prominent anti-fascist and socialist campaigners. As
noted in the judgement:
The jury must have accepted that your [Galea’s] particular cause was to reduce the influence of people
or groups associated, or perceived to be associated, with left-wing ideology, and/or Muslims. It is not
surprising that they did so, given the views you expressed (in numerous documents, and in many
hours of intercepted telephone conversations), and the types of organisations to which you belonged
(such as Reclaim Australia, and The True Blue Crew). (CDPP v Galea) ...
It is also clear that you had encouraged or sought to recruit people to participate in attacks on left-wing
targets, and provided some of them with instructions and details of your proposed attacks. (CDPP v
Galea)...
You clearly regarded Muslims and people on the left-wing of politics as sub-humans, whose lives had
no value. (CDPP v Galea)

Galea was subsequently found guilty of terrorism act offenses. This Victorian case became the first
prosecution of a right wing extremist under this legislation. It is further demonstrative of the enduring
animosity that elements of the extreme right hold for the political left, mainstream or otherwise, and
their support for acts of violence against public figures associated with the political left. While Galea
may be a singular case in the Victorian context, his actions and beliefs cannot be entirely
disconnected from the great national and transnational ideological community with which his views
may be associated.
The recent terrorist attack in Buffalo, New York, indicates the ongoing entitativity within the
transnational extreme right. While the extreme right is not a coherent or unified subculture, its
attackers perceive themselves to be part of a collective. This collective, whether real or imagined,
spans borders, organisations, movements and groups. It plays a role in their ideological consumption
and production, their self-identification, and in their attack rationalisation. Because of this entitativity,
and the concomitant sense of belonging that it incurs, lone actors and fringe dwellers around the
world can feel an obligation to engage in violence without the organisational constraints or pressure
created by a group. This can be framed as self-defence, righteous violence, or the salvation of ‘the
people’. In any justification, it is nevertheless important to recognise that these influences can, and
do, transcend the Victorian context.

g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —
iii. the submissions made to and, when tabled, the report by the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security’s Inquiry into extremist movements and
radicalism in Australia; and

As indicated in an earlier submission the PJCIS Inquiry, it is essential to establish a
comprehensive dataset on right wing violence, terrorism, and hate crime in Australia. While the
PJCIS ultimately lapsed when the Federal election was announced, it is nonetheless still a matter of
priority given the increasing number of extremist elements in the community who have been arrested
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and charged under the terrorism act. Australia is a highly multicultural society, and the safety and
security of its citizens should be a matter of bipartisan support. The ideological targets of extreme
right wing violence exist in every constituency and at every political level. It is the duty of state and
federal governments to take threats to their safety and security seriously, and to respond to these
threats in an informed proportional manner. In this matter, Australia is lagging behind responses
demonstrated by other Western liberal democracies.
The Norwegian response is an example of best practice. In the wake of the right wing terrorist
attack in Oslo in 2011, the Norwegian government funded a centre for research extremism at the
University of Oslo, where it has since developed the Right Wing Terrorism and Violence (RTV)
dataset. The author of this submission contributed their Australian dataset in support of the RTV
effort. Despite this international effort, a nationally based and integrated entity is still desirable to
inform domestic counter-terrorism and security. Such an entity could feasibly integrate the various
academic institutions, groups and individual researchers engaged in this area of inquiry, in addition
to state-based security departments and agencies. It would further inform policymaking and practice,
without reliance on international bodies and institutions.
Organisations such as Asian Australian Alliance, the Executive Council of Australian Jewry,
Australian Muslim Advocacy Network, and reporting mechanisms such as the Islamophobia in
Australia report, the Australian Hate Crime Network, all strive to support vulnerable communities and
inform policy. While individual efforts are commendable, national security issues require strong
leadership from state and federal governments to unite and channel these efforts. A funded,
comprehensive and integrated database would serve to provide verifiable data on the extreme right
across the country to inform the community, practitioners and policy makers, and contribute towards
the safeguarding of Australians diverse community.
Other considerations for countering the extreme right wing threat can be found in the
submissions below, especially relating to firearms legislation, proscription, and anti-terror law.
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Submission by Dr Jamie Ferrill
The following statement by Dr Jamie Ferrill is representative of her expert opinion, and is not
necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors listed in this joint
submission
a. the rise of the far-right extremist movements in Victoria in the context of —
iii. the role of mainstream and social media;
g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —

The threat of the extreme right is certainly not limited to Victoria, nor is it limited to Australia.
Indeed, liberal democracies around the world have been subject to the threat of right wing extremism
(for example, see Legrand, 2020; Momani & Deschamps, 2021). As Dr Campion aptly identified in
her submission, right wing extremists do not exist in a vacuum. The extreme right are ideologically
motivated; with that, the insidious nature of the extreme ideology cannot be ignored on both a
domestic and international scale. The past 2 years have shown that viruses cannot be stopped at
the border, no matter how isolated a nation may seem; ideology is hardly different. Extreme
ideologies and their attendant narratives can, and have been, shared, diversified, buttressed, and
incorporated into idiosyncratic positions from afar (Campion, Ferrill, & Milligan 2021). Although it
may not involve the physical movement across borders, it indeed involves ideological traversing
across borders.
The online environment is an arena for right wing extremists around the world to comingle
and plan, resource, and support attacks. As per the Australian Federal Police’s submission to the
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security Inquiry into Movements and Radicalism
in Australia, there has been evidence of international linkages involving individuals charged with
terrorism offences in Australia (specifically in this cited case, the UK). While numerous others
allegedly align with extreme right ideologies, they have not met the threshold for counter terrorism
investigation. To the same Inquiry, the Cyber Security Cooperative Research Centre’s submission
highlighted the nexus of technology and this extremism, highlighting the risks posed by the
borderless nature of the online environment. With that, there are steps that Victoria can take to
counter extreme right groups and their influence on a domestic and international scale.
The networked nature of extremist ideology brings into stark relief the need for all levels of
government to cooperate and work with foreign governments and non-state actors to ascertain the
information and intelligence needed to control this threat. This reflects an increasingly pluralistic and
networked nature of crime control in which the state no longer has a monopoly over policing or crime
control in this context. The other ‘nodes’ in the network include the private sector, non-government
organisations, and individual citizens who all play a critical role in stymying the spread of extremist
ideology. Along with interception of such behaviours based on intelligence, in cyberspace, the
regulation of these behaviours can also occur through code and system architecture. That is, the
control of software code that shapes the structure of cyberspace and dictates access to and
participation in that space. The physical analogy of this is placing concrete bollards at the pedestrian
access point to a major bridge, with the intent of stopping would-be terrorists from ploughing into
crowds. Still, there remain a number of questions about regulating such behaviours in cyberspace:
jurisdictional issues, privacy issues, transnational cooperation and collaboration, capabilities of
relevant industries (i.e. Facebook), and geopolitical challenges are just a few. This is not to disparage
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the efforts currently being made by the AFP or Victoria Police and their partners, but rather to break
down the politicised barriers to tackling the sinister behaviour being propagated. Thus, public-private
cooperation should be a key focus in Victoria, along with international cooperation and collaboration.
These efforts can be coupled with specialized teams (i.e. specialized in cybercrime and extremism)
that can band together across the nation and with international partners to optimize resources in a
concerted manner. Political barriers aside, these efforts can aid in the early intervention measures
to diminish the recruitment and mobilisation prospects of right wing extremists.
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Submission by Dr Emma Colvin
The following statement by Dr Emma Colvin is representative of her expert opinion, and is not
necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors within this joint
submission.

g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —
i.

the role of early intervention measures to diminish the recruitment and mobilisation prospects
of far-right extremist groups;

ii. the role of social cohesion, greater civil engagement and empowerment, and community
building programs;

I am a senior lecturer at the Centre for Law and Justice at Charles Sturt University and a
member of the Threats to Australian Domestic Security research group. My key area of expertise is
the experiences of vulnerable children and the criminal justice system, particularly those who have
experience of the out-of-home care system (OOHC). A particular area of concern is how vulnerable
children may be targeted or susceptible to recruitment into exploitation and criminal activity.
Care experienced children can be particularly susceptible to exploitation (Shaw and
Greenhow, 2020), especially those with insecure placements and/or who go missing from care. This
exploitation can be sexual exploitation or criminal exploitation, with criminal exploitation often relating
to drug offences and gang violence. Exploitation is linked with the vulnerability of a child, often
relating to factors more prevalent among the care-experienced child population, e.g. experience of
violence or neglect (Shaw and Greenhow, 2020). Children in OOHC are highly likely to have low
attachment, difficulty forming positive social and community bonds and have frequent housing
instability (McLean, 2018; Colvin et al, 2020). Criminalised care-experienced children may feel
isolated, rejected and resentful as a result of the care environment (Shaw and Greenhow, 2020).
These factors may make them both more susceptible to exploitation and also reduce their sense of
connection with community and shatter social bonds (Shaw and Greenhow, 2020; Day 2017; Howard
League, 2017).
There are many reasons and ways young people may be radicalised and recruited into
extremism (Cherney, 2020). Some useful theoretical frameworks have focused on the strength of
social ties and social bonds and how weaker ties and bonds can be linked to susceptibility to be
radicalised into violent extremism. Of particular relevance is how transitions in a young person’s life
can become points of vulnerability – if a young person has difficulty navigating a transition, e.g.
changing schools, leaving home, or relationship break down, this may indicate a risk (Cherney,
2020). There are many risk factors associated with future offending and they can include factors
such as low community engagement, frequent moves, and lack of adequate parenting (Loeber and
Farrington, 2000; Cherney, 2020). Protective factors can include parental attachment, strong social
bonds and access to opportunities (Cherney, 20202). When we examine these factors in relation to
children with care-experience there are similar factors which may indicate a greater susceptibility to
recruitment into extremism.
Further, it is important to consider more broadly neuroatypical and cognitively impaired
children, who are also over-represented in the care population (Greig et al, 2019). Caton and
Landham (2021) found that young people with learning disabilities are susceptible to terrorism
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grooming and radicalisation in the online space. These young people are often not provided with
additional supports and resources to help them stay safe when online. Children can be groomed
online into terrorism in similar ways in which they are groomed for sexual exploitation (Caton and
Landham, 2021). In the UK, the government has highlighted concerns with an increase in online
radicalisation, with terrorist groups targeting vulnerable people (UK Government, 2019). The use of
social media to target cognitively impaired children and/or children on the autism spectrum has been
reported as concerning in recent research (Allely, 2017; Bujus et al, 2017). Online recruitment is
more associated with ‘lone actor’ type cases and with younger offenders (Kenyon et al, 2022). While
online recruitment is of concern, it can be overstated (Kenyon et al, 2022). Kenyon et al (2022) argue
that many online extremists are just ‘show-boating’, but we still need to be aware of how this showboating might influence young people, e.g. consider the case of the offender in Buffalo,
aforementioned in Dr Campion’s part of this submission, influenced by the online manifesto of the
Christchurch terror perpetrator. Efforts to address online grooming of children into extremism include
increased digital literacy for children and educating children to be critical thinkers (Reeves and
Crowther, 2019).
However, while considering groups of children who may be susceptible to recruitment, we
need to be careful that trying to identify who might be vulnerable to radicalisation doesn’t result in
‘othering’ or pathologising particular young people. This has been apparent in recent decades
regarding Muslim children (Coppock and McGovern, 2014; Kundnani, 2012). Coppock and
McGovern (2014) argue that in the UK a focus on trying construct a ‘would be terrorist’ (p. 242) has
been based on problematic assumptions. They also stress the need to be conscious when taking a
child protection approach not to criminalise children by making them ‘suspect’; e.g. Coppock and
McGovern’s (2014) critique of the UK’s Channel program and its focus on ‘vulnerability to extremism
discourse’ (p. 250 - noting that Coppock and McGovern focused on radicalisation into ‘Islamist
extremism’ not right-wing extremism). Children with experience of the OOHC system are already
criminalised, partly as a result of institutional interventions and perceptions (Colvin et al, 2020). While
it is possible they may be susceptible to radicalisation and subsequent recruitment into extremism,
approaches to these challenges must not have the effect of othering and further alienating children.
A lot of research that has informed this part of the submission has focused on radicalisation
to Islamist extremism, more research and focus needs to consider radicalisation and recruitment into
other forms of extremism, particularly right-wing extremism. The UK has seen an increase in children
arrested for terror offences relating to right-wing ideology (Sabbagh and Syal, 2021). More targeted
research is required to examine specifically how children may be recruited into right wing extremism,
particularly children from vulnerable groups such as those with experience of the OOHC system.
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Submission by Dr Levi West
The following statement by Levi West is representative of his expert opinion, and is not
necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors within this joint
submission.

a. the rise of the far-right extremist movements in Victoria in the context of —
h. any other related matters

This submission addresses the importance of ideas and inspirations in the transnational
extreme right wing ecosystem. This further serves to highlight a theme throughout this submission,
which is that the operational threat of right wing violence is inherently borderless, with conspiracies,
narratives, and ideologies transcending borders. This emphasises the need to conceptualise the
threat to Victoria beyond the confines of state-based activity.
On 14 May 2022, while this inquiry was ongoing, a 18-year-old right wing individual attacked
a supermarket in Buffalo, NY, killing ten people, and releasing a 180 page manifesto. This terrorist
attack by a right-wing extremist serves as further evidence of the enduring influence of the ideas and
ideology contained in the manifesto of the perpetrator of the 2019 Christchurch attack. The Great
Replacement conspiracy theory, and the tactics used and shared by the Christchurch terrorist have
been directly and explicitly referenced by numerous terrorists since 2019. These terrorists have
repeatedly cited the direct influence of Brenton Tarrant’s manifesto and have sought to imitate
aspects of his operational approach.
At the centre of Tarrant’s ideology is the conspiracy theory known as The Great
Replacement, which was also the title of his manifesto. This particular idea is a variation on a more
explicitly antisemitic manifestation known as “white genocide,” popularised by neo-Nazi white
supremacist David Lane in his 1995 publication of the same name. Lane is also famous for
popularising what is known as the 14 Words, a popular slogan frequently deployed by white
supremacists and neo-Nazis, which states “We must secure the existence of our people and a future
for white children.” This slogan is frequently shorthanded to simply “14,” which Tarrant has written
on his firearm three times.
The Great Replacement reflects an evolution and refinement of Lane’s White Genocide
conspiracy theory, that draws on the 2011 work of French author, white supremacist, and conspiracy
theorist Renaud Camus. Unlike Lane’s White Genocide proposition, Camus substituted the
antisemitic conspiracy theory of Lane with a civilisational clash between Islam and the so-called
Christian West. The Christchurch attacks were vital to the popularisation of The Great Replacement
amongst perpetrators of extreme right-wing terrorism.
It is also necessary to note that while The Great Replacement has seen a particular
resurgence as a consequence of the Christchurch attacks, it has also been popularised and
legitimised by mainstream figures such as Tucker Carlson on FOX News in the United States, as
well as far right online influencers such as Lauren Southern.
At the centrepiece of the broader appeal of The Great Replacement, and in particular the
version articulated by Tarrant in his manifesto, is his articulation of his European identity rather than
a nationalist sense of identity. The Great Replacement, both in its general articulation, and in
Tarrant’s articulation, broadens the sense of identity that believers can identify with associate with.
In Tarrant’s manifesto he only mentions Australia 10 times, whereas he mentions Europe some 100
times. Statements such as the one below have enabled a much wider cohort of sympathisers and
emulators to embrace Tarrant’s ideas as a direct result of his framing of his struggle through a lens
of European identity. In his manifesto he wrote
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Australia, just like the rest of the colonies of Europe, is simply an off-shoot of the European people. A
finger on the hand of the body of Europe.
The origins of my language is European, my culture is European, my political beliefs are European,
my philosophical beliefs are European, my identity is European and, most importantly, my blood is
European. (Tarrant, 2019).

This sense of European identity is what has enabled multiple perpetrators from the United
States, as well as Norway, and Germany, to undertake attacks that have explicitly referenced or
imitated Tarrant, Christchurch, and his manifesto and his tactics. In explicit terms, the following
terrorists have directly referenced Tarrant in their own manifestos.
•

John T Earnest committed an arson attack targeting a mosque in California, with graffiti that
referenced the Christchurch attack, that wrote “"For Brenton Tarrant -t. /pol/.” Earnest
subsequently committed a terrorist attack on a synagogue in Poway, California, which he
attempted to live stream (he left the livestream settings on private and it wasn’t able to be
viewed by others). He killed one, and injured three. His manifesto explicitly referenced
Tarrant, amongst numerous other mentions with the following statements:
“To my brothers in blood. Make sure that my sacrifice was not in vain. Spread this letter, make
memes, shitpost, FIGHT BACK, REMEMBER ROBERT BOWERS, REMEMBER BRENTON
TARRANT…”
“Tarrant was a catalyst for me personally. He showed me that it could be done. And that it
needed to be done.”
“Brenton Tarrant inspired me. I hope to inspire many more. To those who are brave—know
that your sacrifice is the greatest act of love for your race. Your sacrifice will be remembered.
Always.”

•

Patrick Crusius committed a terrorist attack in El Paso, Texas, in which he killed 23 people,
and injured 23 people. He framed his attack as part of an effort to stop the replacement of
white Americans by Hispanic Americans and in his manifesto explicitly reference Tarrant and
stated that
“In general, I support the Christchurch shooter and his manifesto. This attack is a response to
the Hispanic invasion of Texas.”

•

Philip Manshaus targeted a mosque in Norway with a firearm, and in addition to live streaming
his attack on Facebook, he had referred to Tarrant as a saint online (this has been a frequent
term used on image boards such as 8Chan to refer to Tarrant and others and to communicate
their veneration), and posted a cartoon image celebrating Tarrant, Earnest, and Crusius.

•

Stephan Balliet committed a terrorist attack targeting a synagogue and a kebab shop. He
livestreamed his attack, which killed two and injured three.

•

Payton Gendron committed a terrorist attack on a grocery store in Buffalo, New York, killing
10 people. He livestreamed his attack, which predominantly targeted African Americans, and
posted a manifesto that included substantial plagiarised sections taken from Tarrant’s
manifesto, with references to Muslims replaced with references to African Americans. In its
most explicit articulation of Tarrant’s influence, and using the same question and answer
structure used by Tarrant in his manifesto, Gendron wrote:
“Is there a particular person that radicalized you the most?
Yes and his name is Brenton Harrison Tarrant. Brenton’s livestream started everything you
see here. Brenton started my real research into the problems with immigration and foreigners
in our White lands, without his livestream I would likely have no idea about the real problems
the West is facing.”

•

Stephan Balliet
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These are the violent terrorist manifestations of the influence of Tarrant’s attack, and of his
ideas. There are broader impacts that come from the mainstreaming and normalisation of these
ideas by high profile individuals such as Tucker Carlson, and the broader narrative propagation of
outlets such as FOX News. These ideas also remain exceptionally popular on image board platforms
such as 8Chan, where they are shared through a lens of shitposting and meme style communication.
Social media, then, is an important vector for the carriage to ideologies, ideas and conspiracies.
The conspiracy theory of The Great Replacement, and the actions of Brenton Tarrant in the
Christchurch attack, continue to inspire extremists and terrorists across the world, and remain
exceptionally dangerous. The self-perpetuating nature of these actions adds further impetus to their
capacity to replicate and repeat across a transnational digital ecosystem.
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Submission by Dr Ruth Delaforce
The following statement by Dr Ruth Delaforce is representative of her expert opinion, and is
not necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors within this joint
submission.

h. any other related matters.

This submission addresses acquisition of firearms by individuals committed to extreme rightwing ideology. While violence perpetrated by right-wing extremists (including verbal abuse, physical
assault and property damage) is of significant concern, law enforcement and security agencies have
highlighted an increased number of investigations into the preparation for terrorist acts involving
firearms. Australian Federal Police (AFP) Assistant Commissioner Scott Lee indicated that,
nationally, counter-terrorism cases involving individuals committed to extreme-right wing ideology
had increased from 2% to 15% between 2019 and 2020 (cited in Zwartz, 2021). Of these cases
there was a focus upon individuals who ‘either have, or are attempting to acquire, firearms’ (cited in
Zwartz, 2021). Similarly, Mike Burgess, Director-General of the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation (ASIO) has warned of an increased threat from far right-wing extremists, whose
activities include attempts to acquire firearms, and meetings that involved weapons inspections and
combat training (cited in Ilanbey, 2021; McKenzie & Tozer, 2021).
Far right-wing extremists ascribe to violence involving firearms (and livestreaming of same)
such as the terrorist act perpetrated in Christchurch, New Zealand. Therefore, access to firearms,
either legally or through illegal networks, is a key issue in Australian counter-terrorism strategies.
Much of the reporting in the public domain is derived from media investigations which indicate a
focus on acquisition and use of firearms, reflecting the concerns of federal law enforcement and
intelligence agencies. One example is a meeting in Victoria that involved a group of men in military
uniforms, some of whom had ‘active gun licences’ (McKenzie & Tozer, 2021). In another example,
during a 2021 anti-lockdown protest in Melbourne, two males were arrested, with one allegedly
referring to the use of firearms and explosives, being subsequently charged by Victoria Police with
three counts of incitement (McKenzie & Lucas, 2021; Tran, 2021).
While there was a national commitment on firearm legislative reform after the 1996 Port
Arthur massacre, challenges remain in achieving harmonisation of firearm laws and regulation
across federal, state and territory jurisdictions. Despite inquiries into firearm reforms – the most
recent being the House of Senate Legal and Constitutional Affairs Committee 2015 hearings into
Law-Enforcement Abilities to Eliminate Gun-Related Violence in the Community – there is still no
national firearms registration database. The Australian Federal Police Association has argued that
‘the creation of a national database is critical for the proper tracking of guns across the country’
(Caruana, cited in Knaus, 2022). The Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (2021) website
indicates that a national database is still a work in progress:
When fully integrated with police and law enforcement agencies, AFIN (the Australian
Firearms Information Network) will replace the National Firearm Licensing and Registration
System (NFLRS) which holds current state and territory firearm licensing and registration
records.
Legislative reform across Australia is occurring slowly. Since 2020, changes to
Commonwealth legislation have included restrictions upon imported firearms components,
particularly for modification purposes, trafficking offences and dealer compliance matters (Wood,
2020). Weapons licensing regimes in state and territory jurisdictions are also under revision and a
permanent national firearm amnesty was introduced in July 2021 (McGowan & Paplia, 2022;
Department of Home Affairs, 2021). It is noted that the Victorian government has introduced
amendments to the Firearms Act 1996 (Vic) (receiving Royal Assent on 26 October 2021) with
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updated requirements on the storage, transport and use of weapons. These latter reforms reflect
increasing concern regarding firearm theft, particularly in rural areas of Victoria. Property offences
in rural Victoria indicate that, in 2021, there were 398 reports of firearm and ammunition theft, a
decrease from 2020 of 438 reports (Crime Statistics Victoria, 2022; Thomson, 2022).
A potential area for legal access to firearms is through employment, more particularly the
private security sector. Employment within the private security sector not only facilitates legitimate
access to firearms, but also opportunities for surveillance and target selection. In 2021, a media
investigation identified a security manager (and former soldier) at Crown Resorts Melbourne as a
neo-Nazi group member (Koob, 2021). The 2021 Victorian Inquiry into Private Security Sector report
noted that Victorian Police were responsible for the issuing of licences to individuals employed in the
private security industry, the oversight and regulation of training, and the registration of businesses
providing security services (Justice and Community Safety, 2021). Victoria Police has regulatory
responsibilities in this area which enhances communication for the purposes of counter-terrorism
operations. However, there is no national harmonisation of private security legislation and regulatory
oversight, and no national database of individuals issued with private security licences in Australia.
There are significant variations across state and territory jurisdictions, which include regulatory
oversight (by police or other agencies), categories of licences, and training and registration
requirements (Justice and Community Safety, 2021).
In regard to illegal acquisition of firearms, an Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission
(ACIC) 2016 report is the most recent public analysis available on the illicit firearm market. In 2016,
the number of firearms in the Australian illicit market was estimated to comprise 250,000 long arms
and 10,000 handguns, being diverted into the market through theft, unregistered firearms, illegal
manufacture and imports, and illicit assembly (ACIC, 2016, pp. 7-9). Although there are continuing
seizures of firearms across state and territory jurisdictions, there is no public reporting available on
the extent to which the illicit market has been reduced or whether it has, instead, increased. Victoria
Police data indicates that 102 firearms were seized in the financial reporting year of 2020-2021, and
1008 firearm prohibition orders (preventing legal acquisition or access to firearms) were in operation
(including ‘11 persons under the age of 18 years’) (Victoria Police, 2021, p. 56). What is unclear
from the reporting is how many firearms and prohibition orders are linked to individuals expressing
extremist ideology. Access by right-wing extremists to firearms through illegal networks is not noted
in official sources, although occasional media reporting indicates links between neo-Nazi groups and
outlaw motorcycle gangs (Cucchiara, 2021; Silva, 2015).
The challenge for law enforcement and security agencies is the identification of far-right
extremist recruits capable of committing terrorist acts, described as ‘looking like every-day
Australians,’ and not overtly ascribing to ‘violent beliefs or use of violence’ (Burgess, cited in Mann
& Nguyen, 2021). The focus upon acquisition and use of firearms by right-wing extremists, not all of
whom may be easily identifiable, leads to a critical gap in the counter-terrorism strategy that requires
urgent consideration - a coherent, national framework on firearm regulation and an updated review
of the illicit market.
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Submission by Associate Professor Nick O’Brien
The following statement by Associate Professor Nick O’Brien is representative of his expert
opinion, and is not necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors within
this joint submission.

g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —
iii. the submissions made to and, when tabled, the report by the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security’s Inquiry into extremist movements and
radicalism in Australia; and

The following submission was made in early 2021 to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on
Intelligence and Security Inquiry into extremist movements and radicalism in Australia. The text
below has been updated below to comment on the 2021 listing decisions made after that submission
was sent to the PJCIS. It addressed the following Terms of Reference:

3. Without limiting the other matters that the Committee may consider, issues for specific inquiry are:
a) changes that could be made to the Commonwealth's terrorist organisation listing laws to ensure
they are fit for purpose, address current and emerging terrorist threats, reflect international best
practice, and provide a barrier to those who may seek to promote an extremist ideology in Australia;

International best practice in countering XRW can be useful in the Australian context. This
section reviews the best practice in comparable western democratic contexts spanning Canada, the
United States, the United Kingdom, and New Zealand.
Under Australian legislation a terrorist organisation is one which:
• ‘a court finds is directly or indirectly engaged in preparing, planning, assisting or
fostering the doing of a terrorist act, or
• the government has listed as a terrorist organisation by regulations.’
The Australian government can ‘list’ a terrorist organisation provided it meets one of two criteria, it:
• ‘is engaged in preparing, planning, assisting or fostering the doing of a terrorist act,
or
• advocates the doing of a terrorist act.’ (Attorney-General’s Department, 2021)
Once an organisation is listed as a terrorist organisation it is easier for law enforcement and security
agencies to act against organisations and individuals as they do not have to prove that the
organisation is, ‘directly or indirectly engaged in preparing, planning, assisting or fostering the doing
of a terrorist act.’ Offences concerned with terrorist organisations are:
• ‘be a member of a terrorist organisation
• direct the activities of one
• recruit for one
• train or receive training from, or participate in training with one
• acquire funds for, from or to one
• provide support to one.’ (Attorney-General’s Department, 2021)
It is also an offence to associate with a listed terrorist organisation. This is subject to certain
exemptions. Anyone guilty of terrorist organisation offences can face imprisonment for up to 25
years (Attorney-General’s Department, 2021).
This section will compare listed/proscribed terrorist organisations between Australia,
Canada, New Zealand, the United States and the United Kingdom. These five countries are
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members of the ‘Five Eyes’ intelligence sharing network and cooperate extensively on counterterrorism matters. [See Appendix A: Listings across Five Eyes jurisdictions]. Countries use different
terminology to proscribe terrorist organisations. Australia and Canada ‘list’ them, the USA
‘designates’ them and the UK ‘proscribes’ them.

CANADA
Canada currently lists 77 terrorist organisations (Public Safety Canada, 2021). It is apparent from
the organisations listed that Canada adopts a global approach to listing of terrorist organisations. It
is of note that on 3rd February 2021 the following extreme right-wing organisations were listed:
•
•
•
•

Atomwaffen Division
The Base
Russian Imperial Movement
Proud Boys

And on 25th June 2021 these extreme right wing organisations/individuals were also listed:
•
•
•

Aryan Strikeforce
James Mason (individual)
Three Percenters

Other extreme right wing groups such as ‘Blood and Honour’ and ‘Combat 18’ had been previously
listed. Out of the 77 listed organisations, 60 follow an Islamist ideology.

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (USA)
The USA designated 73 organisations as ‘Foreign Terrorist Organizations’ (US Department of State
2022). The USA does not designate any domestic organisations (U.S Department of Senate, 2021).
As the case in Canada, the USA adopts a global approach to the designation of terrorist
organisations. Out of the 73 organisations listed, 59 follow an Islamist ideology.

THE UNITED KINGDOM (UK)
The UK proscribes 92 terrorist organisations (Crown 2022), 14 of which are connected to terrorism
in Northern Ireland (Home Office, 2020). The UK proscribes five extreme right-wing organisations:
• Feuerkrieg Division (FKD)
• National Action
• Sonnenkrieg Division (SKD)
• Attomwaffen Division (AWD)
• The Base
Like The USA and Canada, the UK takes a global approach to the proscription of terrorist
organisations and includes the following two criteria for proscribing an organisation:
• ‘the specific threat that it poses to British nationals overseas...
• the need to support other members of the international community in the global fight
against terrorism.’ (Home Office, 2020)
Out of the 92 proscribed terrorist organisations listed, 66 follow an Islamist ideology.
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NEW ZEALAND
New Zealand designates 19 organisations (New Zealand Police 2022) and one
individual. Despite the lower number of designations, New Zealand appears to adopt a
comprehensive approach, citing terrorist groups from different parts of the globe, including two
groups associated with terrorism in Northern Ireland. The designated individual is connected with
right-wing terrorism. Out of the 20 designations, 11 follow an Islamist ideology (New Zealand Police,
2022).

AUSTRALIA
Australia lists 28 terrorist organisations (Australian Government 2022). Out of the 28 listed
terrorist organisations 24 follow an Islamist ideology. Prior to listing a terrorist organisation, ‘the
Minister for Home Affairs must be satisfied on reasonable grounds that the organisation:
• is directly or indirectly engaged in preparing, planning, assisting or fostering the
doing of a terrorist act, or
• advocates the doing of a terrorist act.’ (Australian Government, 2020b)
Australia lists three right-wing organisations as a terrorist group (Australian Government, 2020b)
•
•
•

The Base
Sonnenkrieg Division
National Socialist Order (also known as Atomwaffen Division).

Prior to listing an organisation the Minister also takes advice from the Australian Security Intelligence
Organisation (ASIO). ASIO considers non-legislative factors prior to providing advice to the Minister,
the main ones being:
• “the organisation’s engagement in terrorism
• the organisation’s ideology
• links to other terrorist groups
• links to Australia
• threats to Australian interests
• listing by the United Nations or like-minded countries, or
• engagement in peace or mediation processes.” (Australian Government, 2020b)

COMMENT
Commentary will focus on three areas in relation to Australia. Firstly, the considerable
difference in the number of terrorist groups listed by Australia when compared to the UK, Canada
and the USA. Secondly, the lack of listing of non-Islamist/violent Salafist terrorist groups and the
impact that may have on the Islamic community in Australia.
With 28 terrorist organisations listed in Australia compared to 92 in the UK, 77 in Canada and
73 in the USA, Australia appears to be out of step with its major allies. This may be because too
much emphasis has been placed on one of the non-legislative ‘links to Australia’ factor when
deciding whether to recommend to the Minister whether an organisation should be listed. The ‘links
to Australia factor’ gives the impression that Australia is parochial rather than global in its approach
to countering terrorism. It should be noted however that it appears that there is no publicly available
information on submissions to the Minister and thus no way of knowing whether the listing of terrorist
organisations have been declined by the Minister following advice from ASIO.
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From an operational viewpoint, the lack of listing of terrorist organisations is also problematic.
Law enforcement, security agencies and prosecutors have an extra burden to take into account to
prove if a group is a terrorist organisation and thus take action against an individual in this country
as a court must find that the group is: ‘directly or indirectly engaged in preparing, planning, assisting
or fostering the doing of a terrorist act’.
It is not inconceivable that a member of a non-listed terrorist organisation might visit Australia
either in a private capacity or to fund-raise. Australian law enforcement and security agencies should
be in a position to take action against these individuals and wider use of the listing powers would
facilitate this. An historical example of a terrorist group that was not listed in Australia whilst having
a community here is the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE). Up until 2003 the LTTE were the
most prolific users of suicide terrorism in the world, killing many innocent people. The LTTE has
never been listed in Australia under the process for listing terrorist organisations provided for in the
Criminal Code (Cth), but it has been listed under a separate process provided for in the Charter of
the United Nations Act 1945 (Cth) that led to one assets-related financial crime conviction; a different
listing regime than the one used for listing of all other terrorist organisations mentioned above.
As stated, the effect of the disparity in listing terrorist organisations is to give the impression
that Australia is not playing its part in the global effort to defeat terrorism, especially when compared
to major allies. It is recommended that Australia adopt the UK criterion of: ‘the need to support other
members of the international community in the global fight against terrorism’ as a key factor in the
decision as to whether terrorist groups should be listed.
The preponderance of listed organisations in Australia that follow an Islamist ideology is also
of concern. Out of the 28 listed organisations one, the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) is nonIslamist. The other three are recently added extreme right-wing organisations. The effect of this can
be to erroneously give the impression that Australia is anti-Islamic and recruiters to terrorist
organisation could use this to recruit or encourage people to take violent action in Australia citing the
listed terrorist organisations as proof that Australia is anti-Islamic. Canada, the USA and the UK all
have numerous non-Islamist organisations listed.
This aspect alone should be enough to encourage an increase in the listed terrorist
organisations. Both Canada and the UK list/proscribe various extreme right-wing groups with
Canada adding four such groups in February 2021 and another two plus an individual in June 2021.
Australia listed its first extreme right wing groups in 2021, despite the fact that the
Christchurch Mosque shootings were perpetrated by an Australian in 2019. The seeming lack of
urgency to list extreme right wing groups is a major concern. In ASIO’s 2019/20 Annual report they
stated, ‘extremists such as neo-Nazis represent a serious, increasing and evolving threat to security’
and ‘extreme right-wing individuals comprised around a third of all ASIO counter-terrorism
investigative subjects’ (ASIO 2020a).
On 30th October 2020, ASIO’s Director General, Mike Burgess, stated, “Right wing extremists
now represent between thirty and forty per cent of ASIO’s priority caseload.”
Given the above and the fact that the Christchurch attacker was Australian, it is surprising
that more extreme right-wing groups have not been listed. Canada has reacted relatively quickly to
the extreme right-wing threat and Australia should be able to do the same.
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Submission by Professor Mark Nolan
The following statement by Professor Mark Nolan is representative of his expert opinion, and is
not necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors within this joint
submission.

g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —
iii. the submissions made to and, when tabled, the report by the Commonwealth Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security’s Inquiry into extremist movements and
radicalism in Australia; and

The following submission was made in early 2021 to the Parliamentary Joint Committee on
Intelligence and Security Inquiry into extremist movements and radicalism in Australia. The text
below has been updated below to comment on the 2021 listing decisions made after that
submission was sent to the PJCIS. It addressed the following Terms of Reference:

4. Without limiting the other matters that the Committee may consider, issues for specific inquiry are:
a) changes that could be made to the Commonwealth's terrorist organisation listing laws to ensure
they are fit for purpose, address current and emerging terrorist threats, reflect international best
practice, and provide a barrier to those who may seek to promote an extremist ideology in Australia;

Australian lack of proscription of XRW groups is slipping behind international best practice
but it would be misleading to assume that is because of a legal problem making it difficult for listing
of XRW groups on relevant legal tests.
The legal tests for listing do not have any obvious features that would exclude, say, a rightwing extremist organisation such as the Proud Boys, from being proscribed as a terrorist organisation
in Canada but not in Australia. As has been evidenced by the listing of three XRW groups in Australia
(The Base, Sonnenkrieg Division, and the National Socialist Order (also known as Atomwaffen
Division)), many right-wing groups can be able to be proved as being or doing what is needed for
legal proscription in Australia, as set out in s 102.1(2) of the Criminal Code (Cth):
“Terrorist organisation regulations
(2) Before the Governor-General makes a regulation specifying an organisation for the
purposes of paragraph (b) of the definition of terrorist organisation in this section, the AFP
Minister must be satisfied on reasonable grounds that the organisation:
(a) is directly or indirectly engaged in, preparing, planning, assisting in
or fostering the doing of a terrorist act; or
(b) advocates the doing of a terrorist act.” (emphasis added)
Note that there is a broad definition of terrorist act in s 100.1 of the Criminal Code (Cth).
The convicted Australian ecofascist, Brenton Tarrant, who attacked the mosques in
Christchurch, and his prior and subsequent supporters, clearly satisfy one or both triggers for listing.
In fact, one interesting incentive for proactively listing terrorist groups via regulation rather than
relying on legal proof that a person charged with terrorist offences is a member of a terrorist
organisation yet to be listed, is that proscription can be evidenced on the sole, and perhaps relatively
less difficult limb to prove, that the organisation “advocates the doing of a terrorist act”. This means
that it is not necessary to argue, for the purposes of proscription under regulation, the test in s
102.1(2)(a) which is the sole test available for proving, during a prosecution, that a group not yet
listed as a terrorist organisation is a terrorist organisation. Proving that the organisation merely
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advocates is enough. The first, and arguably more difficult, route to listing via regulation, in s
102.1(2)(a) that can be avoided if arguments are made and accepted by PJCIS that an organisation
should be listed for advocating the doing of a terrorist act, mirrors the test for terrorist organisations
to be used in prosecutions:
“terrorist organisation means:
(a) an organisation that is directly or indirectly engaged in, preparing, planning,
assisting in or fostering the doing of a terrorist act;” (s 102.1(1), Criminal Code
(Cth)).
A comparison of the tests needed to be satisfied in cases of unlisted organisations, such as
was needed in Benbrika (see the first instance decision at R v Benbrika & Ors [2009] VSC 21 and
the clarification of required tests as settled upon appeal in Benbrika v The Queen [2010] VSCA 281)
when an organisation has been “advocating the doing of a terrorist act” shows that the easiest route
available in for listing is putting a case to the AFP Minister for listing via the “advocates” limb. This is
one way in which we can show that listing of XRW groups, is not only preferable, but that it is a
avenue that is more than adequate and has been used effectively in Australia, now for three XRW
groups and all other organisations (see reviews of listing recommendations by the Parliamentary
Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security (PJCIS)).

PROOF REQUIRED IN PROSECUTIONS OF UNLISTED ORGANISATIONS
As the recent High Court case of The Queen v Abdirahman-Khalif [2020] HCA 36
demonstrates, proof of “membership” of a terrorist organisation is complex enough, if that is the gist
of the offence to be proved by the prosecution, even when the relevant group is a listed terrorist
organisation such as Islamic State. However, if the prosecutor has to also prove that a member of
an unlisted organisation, now to be subject to prosecution, belongs to a terrorist organisation under
the relevant definition above of “terrorist organisation” (paragraph (a) in s 102.1(1) of the Criminal
Code (Cth)), the prosecutor, and the defence, both have much more work to do.
A lack of listing of Jemaah Islamiyah (JI) at the time of the Benbrika case arrests (see both
the first instance decision: R v Benbrika & Ors [2009] VSC 21; and the appeal: Benbrika v The Queen
[2010] VSCA 281) showed just how much extra argument is needed when an organisation is not a
listed terrorist organisation.
The complexity of having to prove what an “organisation” is for a start, something shared
between prosecution proof and listing decisions, was seen in the appellate discussion of
“organisation” in Benbrika v The Queen [2010] VSCA 281. Much discussion was required of what it
means to be an organisation, even before the court had to turn to subsequent questions of what an
organisation does that makes it a terrorist organisation (eg “fostering” under s 102.1(1)), and, what
it means to be a member of a terrorist organisation.
At para [73] of the appeal judgment in Benbrika, the following indicia were endorsed, via
rather laboured comparisons to cases on defining unincorporated associations, whilst comparing
those endorsed indicia to the actual judicial direction at first instance that was ultimately upheld on
appeal as being unproblematic:
“In Kibby, Mandie J analysed a series of judicial pronouncements as to the meaning of the
term ‘unincorporated association’. His Honour also referred to a number of dictionary
definitions of that term. He observed:
In the light of the judicial statements to which I have referred and the ordinary meaning
of the words contained in the said definition, I consider that the essence of an
“association” may be described as some form of combination of persons (with a
common interest or purpose) with a degree of organisation and continuity at least
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sufficient to distinguish the combination from an amorphous or fluctuating group of
individuals and with some clear criteria or method for the identification of its members.
I do not think that a name or title, or the existence of a written constitution or rules governing
the combination, or the existence of some form of contract between the members, is an
essential characteristic, but clearly the existence of one or more of these would go a long
way towards satisfying the need for some degree of organisation and continuity and for the
satisfactory identification of members. Likewise, the existence of office-bearers, a committee
and a bank account are relevant to a degree of organisation. The absence of all of these
features makes it unlikely, but not impossible, that an association has been formed or is being
carried on.” [footnotes excluded]
An initial reaction to this first step of proving what an “organisation” is in the required
reasoning is to suggest that there may be nothing in this judicial interpretation of “organisation” that
hinders the listing (or proof at trial) that a right-wing extremist group is an “organisation” capable of
also being a “terrorist organisation’. A main reaction to this aspect of the Benbrika case, as resolved
on appeal, is that that there is quite a complex initial set of tests to satisfy that can be otherwise
avoided if the organisation is listed via regulation before the prosecution of a member of that
organisation is made. Listing as many known right-wing extremist groups as may be likely
prosecuted in Australia – the approach taken before 2021 to Iisted Islamist groups – is clearly more
efficient and effective and protective of court time, if not also most appropriate for disruption, and
deterrence as well as for prosecutorial success.
At trial, under s 102.1(1), one must add to proof of there being an “organisation”, one of the
further legal tests (eg. “fostering”, see Benbrika v The Queen [2010] VSCA 281, paras [99]-[120]),
and that is more complex than proving that an organisation “advocates” under s 102.1(2)(b) in a
proscription matter. In cases where membership of terrorist organisations must also be proved (see
Benbrika v The Queen [2010] VSCA 281, paras [121]-[136]; and now, Queen v Abdirahman-Khalif
[2020] HCA 36), much time and argument is saved from the outset if the relevant terrorist
organisation is proscribed.

PROOF REQUIRED IN LISTING DECISIONS VIA “ADVOCATES”
In examples of listing organisations as reviewed by the PJCIS, an organisation advocating
terrorism was said to be the legislative basis relevant to a number of the successful proscriptions:
“[3.11] [Abu Sayyaf Group] ASG advocates for and encourages others to undertake the doing
of terrorist acts by publicising its own activities. It has released videos featuring ISIL flags
and propaganda, and multiple videos depicting beheadings. Elements of ASG have also
been known to use the ISIL’s media entity, Amaq to promote the groups ideology.
...
[3.24]. . . The [Al-Qa’ida] videos featured the leaders advocating for attacks against the West,
the US and its allies, and Russia. Hamza bin Laden also encouraged the use of knives,
vehicles and trucks instead of guns and bombs.
(Review of the listing and re-listing of six organisations as terrorist organisations under the
Criminal Code (Parliament of Australia, August 2019)).
The basis for the Australian listing decisions relating to the XRW groups of The Base,
Sonnenkrieg Division, and the National Socialist Order (also known as Atomwaffen Division) is set
out in Reports of the PJCIS. The arguments for listing The Base, were said to be based on “engaging
in, preparing, assisting with or fostering terrorist activities that could potentially and profoundly impact
the Australian people” but, as follows, also notes advocating and encouraging behaviour without the
PJCIS explicitly noting that as a ground for listing:
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The Base is a racist and nationalist violent extremist group with an accelerationist ideology.
It employs a leaderless resistance model and seeks to encourage lone-actor terror attacks
and other acts of violence which its members believe will cause societal collapse and the
subsequent creation of a white ethno-state. In the United States, its members have taken
part in paramilitary training and have been arrested for planning attacks against individuals,
amongst other things. There have been attempts to recruit Australians to this organisation.
The Base is proscribed as a terrorist organisation in the United Kingdom and Canada.
(Review of the listings of Hizballah and The Base as terrorist organisations under the Criminal
Code (Parliament of Australia, 2021), p.4)
The basis for the Australian listing of Sonnenkrieg Division was stated by the PJCIS in terms
grounding the decision as “advocating”:
Sonnenkrieg Division [SKD] seeks to encourage lone-actor terrorist attacks against its
political, racial, and ethnic enemies. SKD members acting on behalf of the organisation, have
encouraged, promoted, and glorified terrorist acts through online propaganda. SKD adheres
to an ideology that is violently opposed to multi-ethnic Western societies and there is a
possibility that a lone-actor attack directed or inspired by SKD could result in harm to
Australians.
(Review of the listing of Sonnenkrieg Division as a terrorist organisation under the Criminal
Code Act 1995, (Parliament of Australia, 2021), p. 3.
Furthermore, the PJCIS took a global view of the threat, and cited a link between membership
behaviour outside of Australia and impact on Australian extremists when noting (p.3) that:
“whilst Australians are not directly involved in SKD its encouragement, promotion and
glorification of lone-actor attacks could inspire some Australian extremist, and the availability
of SKD propaganda online has potential to contribute to the radicalisation of others”.
This PJCIS review also included a call for listing “other like-minded organisations with a mind
to listing them” (p. 4).
At the time of writing, the basis for the Australian listing of the National Socialist Order as
reviewed by the PJCIS was not published on their website.
These PJCIS reviews show that decision-making relating to listing has been strikingly simple
on available tests. It appears that the historical decision not to list XRW groups, and, the reasons
more are not listed currently, has little to do with inadequate or ill-fitting legal tests. Those tests (even
the more difficult of the two routes for listing organisations as terrorist organisations) have been
easily applied to the facts found about XRW groups listed by Australia. Those legal tests for listing
decisions are currently, and have been well prior to 2021, fit for purpose for listing XRW groups.
Furthermore, the definition of “advocates the doing of a terrorist act” in s 80.2C(3) of the
Criminal Code (Cth), which creates an advocating terrorism offence, is also useful, arguably, for
defining what “advocates the doing of a terrorist act” for the purposes of listing under s 102.1(2)(b).
That definition of “advocates” is that the person “counsels, promotes, encourages or urges the doing
of a terrorism act or the commission of a terrorism offence”. This seems easier to prove than what is
needed to be proved under the first possible avenue for the listing regulation in s 102.1(2)(a), which
is the only test that can be used during a prosecution of a member of an unlisted organisation to
prove that it is a terrorist organisation under s 102.1(1)).

AUSTRALIAN LAWS ARE ADEQUATE TO ADDRESS THE NEED TO LIST XRW TERRORIST
ORGANISATIONS
Legal tests for listing decisions definitely do not require extension or elaboration, especially
if to do so would clearly be an example of legislative overreach, or, worse, mere shame, post-
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Christchurch, of not having proscribed some right-wing extremist groups before those attacks took
place. The reason that proscription was not done does not flow from inadequacies in the law; but it
may flow more from a failure to use adequate laws in a timely fashion. For some (political or other
non-legislative) reason, Australia’s listing laws, otherwise fit for purpose, have not been used as they
could have been. The barriers to proscribing right-wing extremist groups do not seem to be legal
barriers; especially as social media channels run hot with examples of many right-wing extremist
group members advocating the doing of a terrorist acts, broadly defined in s 100.1 of the Criminal
Code (Cth).
Whatever is the root of Australia’s problem of failing to list enough XRW terrorist
organisations according to international trends within Five Eyes nations, Australia needs to get to
the bottom of that problem. It may be an issue with risk assessment methodology (and note that no
specific methodology is currently mandated by legislation, nor, should it be); it may be an issue of
social and political construction of which types of extremist organisations are thought to be terrorists;
it may be reluctance to impinge on free speech sensitivities of some political groups with clear
extremist factions or offshoots, or, it may be a result of “normalising” the XRW threat rather than
proactively listing XRW organisations as terrorist organisations despite clear evidence of the threats
posed by right-wing extremist groups. Many of those groups have features that mirror proscribed
violent Salafist organisations, for example. Many right wing extremist groups share features seen in
proscribed terrorist groups, such as Salafist organisations. These shared features include: having
international links and internationally-influenced training and ideology; being based on religious,
political or ideological extremism; using war, persecution, and siege mentality rhetoric (Nolan 2008),
being prepared to use violence, and committing to and celebrating martyrdom.
Related to the issue of listing adequacy is noting the benefits of investigation and disruption
by the Australian intelligence community as we as of prosecution facilitated by listing. Even if
commentators fear that proscription of terrorist organisations can make it sometimes too easy for a
defendant to be prosecuted for preparatory terrorist act offences, or, “status-based” terrorism
organisation offences, perhaps the time has come to redress the imbalance in listed groups, and, to
expose some right-wing extremist groups to the same deterrence pressure that has long been
brought to bear on violent Salafists since 9/11. Maybe that is fair, and assists perceived legitimacy
of counter-terrorism laws on the books and in action, as well as fostering better social cohesion.
Maybe the real bulwark of liberty on this front is oversight of investigations by police and other
agencies, and of the exercise of prosecutorial discretion via, for example, appellate judicial review
of prosecutions of members of listed organisations.
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Submission by Dr Douglas Allan
The following statement by Douglas Allan is representative of his expert opinion, and is not
necessarily reflective or representative of the University, nor co-authors within this joint
submission.

g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —

The ALPi Model (Access, Learning, Planning and implementation) provides a contemporary
approach to unpacking the tradecraft of criminals (Allan, 2022). Initially prepared as part of the
authors thesis, the ALPi Model is a ‘framework [used] to elicit greater detail around how criminals
approach their crimes’(Allan, 2018, p. 38). In the examination of a series of complex financial crimes
committed by international and Australian based organised crime groups, the ALPi Model provided
detailed insights into a range of behaviours including backstopping – the preparation and
implementation of tactics to legitimise the authenticity of a material fact represented by the criminal,
victim selection – identification and selection of suitable targets, and gap analysis – identification and
acknowledgement of mission-critical skill and knowledge deficiencies.
The ALPi Model has deployment potential in the study of far-right extremist movements.
Drawing on historical and contemporary case data compiled by law enforcement agencies,
researchers can re-interpret case data with the aim of better understanding how far-right extremist
groups gain access to the systems/organisations/individuals they need to further their agenda. It
enables a better understanding of how individuals linked to far-right extremist groups gain the
necessary knowledge, skills and expertise needed to achieve their objectives, and it provides a
means of understanding the planning behaviours and practices of groups linked to far-right extremist
groups. As a test of this model, the author and a colleague are currently trialling the ALPi Model with
data derived from the IRA killing of Nick Spanos and Stephen Melrose in Roermond, Netherlands,
on the 27th of May 1990.
In providing greater clarification as it relates to the tradecraft of terrorists, the ALPi Model
(Allan, 2018) is directly relevant to the following areas:
d. the risks their plans and actions pose to Victoria and especially to Victoria’s multicultural
communities;
g. what steps need to be taken in Victoria to counter these far-right extremist groups and their
influence, including, but not limited to consideration of —
i.
ii.
iii.

the role of early intervention measures to diminish the recruitment and
mobilisation prospects of far-right extremist groups;
the role of social cohesion, greater civil engagement and empowerment, and
community building programs;
the submissions made to and, when tabled, the report by the Commonwealth
Parliamentary Joint Committee on Intelligence and Security’s Inquiry into
extremist movements and radicalism in Australia; and.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Severe Right Wing Violence and Terrorism
This dataset is a limited view of some of the serious incidents associated with extreme right wing ideology. It differentiates between politically motivated violence and
politically motivated incidents. PMV describes acts or preparation to commit acts intended to cause serious harm to a person, people, or populated property in
association with an extreme right wing ideology. This includes weapons caches and stockpiling, plots to acquire or build explosives. It may also relate the nature of
the charges, or the relevant legislation being applied. PMI describes acts intended to threaten, intimidate, or coerce a person or people in association with an
extreme right wing ideology. This is typically associated with threats, but also covers graffiti, postering, or attempted arson against empty buildings. A dataset
including names and sources may be provided on request. This data is drawn from open source media reporting, judgement summaries, and advocacy reports such
as published by the Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ).

PMV
or PMI

Date

State

Incident notes

PMI

24/Feb/22

SA

Individual arrested and charged with terrorism act offences. They are allegedly to be involved with a far right
organisation.

PMV

10/02/2022

NSW

Individual is subject to THRO legislation while serving stalking/intimidation charges

PMI/
PMV

18/01/2022

SA

The accused was stockpiling weapons and extremist materials, and secretly recorded police.

PMV

30/12/2021

ACT

A group of people are accused of committing arson at the Australian Museum of Democracy and worked in concert to
prevent responders from extinguishing the fire

PMV

28/11/2021

NSW

The accused is charged with committing an act of right wing terrorism in the town of Windang, taking customers at a surf
store hostage and discharging firearms. He engaged in a standoff with police before surrendering.

PMV

20/08/2021

SA

Accused faces terrorism act charges in association with the manufacture of firearms, possessing information for terrorist
acts, and possessing instructions for making an explosive device
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PMV

10/07/2021

SA

Individual's home was raised by terrorism investigators and found to contain extremist materials and explosives.

PMV

13/09/2021

NSW

Accused (26) from Orange was arrested in possession of blue-print to print 3D gun and making significant preparation to
manufacture a firearm over 14 months. When Police raided the address, a Nazi party flag was found at the property,
alongside a map of NSW.

PMV

10/09/2021

QLD

Accused (49) was arrested for ordering fake police badges as part of a plan to overthrow the government. A further 470
badges were found in a creek in Cairns. They allegedly planned to arrest politicians and public servants and forming an
alternative federal police force. The accused, a former teacher, once ran as a right wing candidate in Western Australia
and has declared herself the true governor general of Australia.

PMI

6/07/2021

QLD

The accused, a Sovereign Citizen, is charged with two drug offenses and his defence is based on Straw Man duality

PMI

08/23/2021

SA

Individual plead guilty to possessing the Christchurch manifesto and downloading the video out of curiosity

PMI

22/08/2021

VIC

Individual had passport cancelled with concerns he was planning to travel out of Melbourne to join the Azov Brigade in
Ukraine. Individual is alleged to have served in the military and networked with XRW elsewhere in Australia

PMI

21/08/2021

WA

Individual has home raided by CT police, is accused of recruiting for The Base and is involved with the Society for
Western Australian Nationalists

PMI

16/08/2021

WA

The accused (49) claimed to be an AFP official as part of a bid to obtain stamps and identification badges featuring the
AFP logo, as part of an operation he planned to bring down the government. The group he was part of operated in QLD,
WA and SA, and were responsible for a video on social media claiming to be a recording of AFP police commission
Reece Kershaw calling for people to engage in anti-government sentiment. He is currently facing trial

PMV

20/07/2021

NSW

Former member of the ADF, the accused (54) arrested in connection with the possession of stockpile of chemicals which
could be used in explosives, plating for body armour, $200,000 cash, 3 printer, radio equipment and prohibited imported
firearms parts.

PMI

8/07/2021

NSW

The accused becomes subject to THRO Act as a sovereign citizen.
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PMV

8/04/2021

SA

The homes of several neo-Nazis in Adelaide were raided, with two men arrested and charged. One of the men (32, from
Munno Para) was in possession of an explosive device and instructions on manufacturing explosives and prohibited and
dangerous weapons. The second man (28 from Surrey Downs) was arrested for possession of extremist material. Both
are charged and waiting to face court. There are claims that the raids targeted 15 members of an organisation.

PMV

1/03/2021

VIC

The accused went to the Channel Nine network office in Melbourne and demanded to see A Current Affair program in
which he was featured prior broadcast. A black security guard sought to usher the accused and a fellow neo-Nazi (who
issued racial slurs at the guard) from the premises, when Sewell assaulted the guard a number of times even after the
guard fell to the ground. The assault was caught on camera and supplied to Victorian Police.

PMV

20/02/2021

WA

The accused (37), with a swastika painted on his forehead attacked an aboriginal woman in Perth with a makeshift
flamethrower (a can of deodorant and a lighter), and yelled racial obscenities. The woman was treated for minor injuries.

PMV

11/02/2021

NSW/VIC

Members of the Proud Boys in Albury attend the workplaces of online critics who react to FB pages relevant to ANTIFA,
and threaten them.

PMI

9/12/2020

NSW/VIC

Individual, 18, is arrested in East Albury for making online comments suggesting willingness to be involved in a mass
casualty event. He encouraged violence against non-whites, Jews, and Muslims, and advocated terrorism. He shared
bomb making instructions and supported XRW ideology.

PMI

29/11/2020

QLD

Former ACT journalist charged with terrorism act offenses, in association with an extreme ideology.

PMI

29/07/2020

VIC

An individual makes headlines for mounting SCM defence at police traffic stop in Carlton. She was forcibly removed
from the car. She pleaded guilty in November 2021

PMV

21/03/2020

NSW

Two brothers were arrested and charged with planning a terrorist act on an electrical substation on the South Coast.
They are alleged to have been attempting to acquire equipment and explosives. They are aligned with extreme right
wing ideology.

PMV

??/12/2019

SA

The accused, 43, is arrested for making explosives in his Adelaide property, including TATP, and is in possession of the
Christchurch Manifesto. He had a long standing interest in firearms, and held anti-Islamic and “patriotic-style” ideologies.
He came to police attention after posting anti-Muslim comments on Facebook. He was sentenced to non-parole period
of one year and seven months. With time served, he is eligible for parole in 2 months.
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PMI

24/11/2019

NSW

The accused became subject to an Interim Supervision Order under the Terrorism (High Risk Offenders) Act 2017. From
2015, the accused waged an intimidation campaign using threatening letters and posters regarding the legalization of
drugs, claiming that the state had mounted a war again its citizens. He is believed to subscribe to anti-government
beliefs but does not identify as a Sovereign Citizen especially.

PMV

22/11/2019

NSW

The accused was convicted of violently assaulting a pregnant Muslim woman in Western Sydney in an unprovoked
attack suspected to be racially motivated. He struck her 14 times and stomped on the back of her head.

PMV

13/11/2019

VIC

The accused was remanded in custody on 21 October 2019 in relation to two charges of making threats to kill,
threatening assault, two charges of assault, and two charges of unlawful assault. The accused was admitted to Upton
House subject to an Inpatient Treatment Order. Following altercations with female staff, his home was searched, and
weapons were seized. Offender was subject of a referral to the Fixated Threat Assessment Centre on 22 October 2018
due to anti-Islam attitudes and intentions to enact violence against non-Caucasians.

PMI

??/09/2019

NSW

The accused uses a carriage service to post extremist threats, against NZ Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, Muslims, and
Mosques. The district court judge referred to him as a right wing extremist motivated by intolerance and chauvinism. He
plead guilty.

PMI

11/09/2019

QLD

Holland Park mosque in Brisbane, Queensland, was vandalized with a swastika, the slogan “remove kebab”, and the
words “St Tarrant.” The mosque officials note that such vandalism is a regular occurrence.

PMI

22/03/2019

NSW

NSW police charge an individual with multiple offenses including use a carriage service to menace and issue threats to
do serious harm. He was threatening a journalist and lawyer, Luke McMahon. McMahon had exposed the individual as
being responsible for racist and intimidating trolling campaigns targeting high profile Australians such as left wing
commentator Van Badham, Muslim woman Mariam Veiszadeh, and former Racial Discrimination Commission Tim
Soutphommasane. The threats included death threats. The individual once said that “If I didn't have trolling, I'm sure I'd
be crouched on a rooftop with a sniper's rifle popping rounds into the ant-like, sheepish f#@kers on the street below.”

PMI

1/05/2019

VIC

Individual charged for disturbing a religious service with homophobic and verbal abuse

PMV

16/01/2019

NSW

Mathers (pseudonym), aligned with Sovereign Citizen anti-governments beliefs, became subject to a Interim Supervision
Order under the Terrorism (High Risk Offenders) Act 2017 on 16 January 2019. He was found in possession of a
number of prohibited weapons, manuals on manufacturing plastic explosives and plastic firearms. He also research
pressure cooker bombs, and purchased a pressure cooker.
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PMI

31/10/2018

NSW

It is reported that NSW police have charged a man who made threats against the National Party political party following
their promise to purge the party of white supremacists. He was charged with using a carriage service to threaten,
harass, and intimidate.

PMI

24/09/2018

SA

A jury found GH (pseudonym) not guilty of advocating terrorism against Jews by reason of mental impairment. The
accused had filmed Facebook videos of himself encouraging violence against Jews while brandishing a knife, a
tomahawk, and a chainsaw.

PMI

15/07/2018

ACT

Mr P, (pseudonym) an individual with Sovereign Citizen inclinations, appeals a decision to the Registrar of Firearms, to
refuse him a firearm license.

PMI

14/06/2018

NA

Photos indicate Australian Special Forces flew the Nazi flag while on operations in Afghanistan. The photo was taken in
August 2007.

PMV

20/05/2018

VIC

A woman and man wearing Jewish religious clothing were assaulted in Melbourne. The man received a minor head
injury and the woman was taken to hospital having sustained injuries to her shoulder and cheek from an unknown
object.

PMI

9/07/2015

VIC

Three individuals charged over staging a mock beheading in protest of a mosque

PMI

3/03/2017

NSW

Individual motivated by SCM, accuses Labour MP’s of treason and threatens to hang them. Material in the letters by the
individual indicate he believed Australia was being controlled by foreign corporations.

PMV

29/09/2017

NSW

The accused Neo-Nazi (27), who allegedly disclosed fantasies about mass homicide and shooting shopping centres,
was jailed for weapons offenses and child pornography offenses. His ideology aligns with white supremacy. The
offender pled guilty to stockpiling homemade firearms, knuckledusters, and slingshots at two separate locations.

PMV

??/05/2017

NSW

Four Muslim women were randomly assaulted in Sydney by a single perpetrator, who was charged with two counts of
assault occasioning actual bodily harm and two accounts of common assault. The perpetrator was a woman, who told
police that she was “motivated by a hatred of Muslims” which led police to identify it as a bias related crime.

PMV

19/03/2017

VIC

Catholic Reverend Tomy Mathew was stabbed in the neck with a kitchen knife in the foyer of his church, with the
attacker overheard telling Father Tomy that as he was Indian, it meant he was either Muslim or Hindu and should not
lead Catholic mass.
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PMI

28/10/2016

NSW

The accused, a sovereign citizen, engages in vexatious ligation

PMV

18/09/2016

NSW

The accused, a Wotansvolk and white supremacist, was charged with setting fire to the Destiny Church in Taree. He
then scattered flyers promoting Wotansvolk at the site. His fire did $200,000 worth of damage to the church.

PMV

6/08/2016

VIC

The offender, linked to far right groups, was charged with two terrorist-related offences: acts in preparation for, or
planning a terrorist act; and attempting to make a document likely to facilitate a terrorist act, which he called the Patriots
Cookbook. It was alleged that the offender planned to bomb two left-wing premises, and sought to recruit others to
engage in violence against Muslims and leftists. He was the subject of a lawful telephone intercept which revealed his
plans in part, and researched bombing, ballistic armour, and guns. He was convicted in 2020.

PMV

28/06/2016

WA

Thornlie Mosque in Perth, Western Australia, was subject to a firebombing (petrol bomb) and anti-Islam graffiti attack
while hundreds of worshippers were praying inside. No one was injured. The act was preceded by several incidents of
graffiti.

PMV

22/04/2016

WA

Neo-Nazis female (37), leader of the Aryan Girls, and her male lover, (22), leader of Perth’s Aryan Nations, conspired to
murder the leader’s former husband, Alan Taylor, with whom she shared a child. They planned to benefit from his
$1million life insurance policy. On 22 April, the 22 year old male, and an accomplice (21) and another 17 year old man
took it in turns to hammer Alan Taylor to death, whilst the female leader damaged the property to make the attack look
like a bungled burglary. They then went to the movies to create an alibi, before she returned home and called 000. They
were convicted.

PMI

29/01/2016

QLD

The accused, a Thai national, was apprehended speeding in Mareeba, QLD, and refused to give her correct name citing
sovereign citizen ideology. She was convicted of traffic offenses on 9 March 2015, and a subsequent appeal in 2016
was upheld.

PMI

15/01/2016

ACT

A 32 year old member of a far right group was arrested for possession of drugs, firearms, and steroids. He had white
supremacist beliefs as indicated by his tattoos of “Aryan” and “1488”.

PMI

2015/2016

QLD

In January 2015 and April 2015, the Garden City Mosque in Harristown was subject to two arson attacks. Locals believe
it is a religious hate crime, as KKK are believed to have a chapter in the area.

PMI

16/12/2015

NSW

The accused had his firearm license revoked, as a Tribunal found he had posted derogatory and violent comments
about Muslims on Facebook, and driven through Lakemba (a suburb of Sydney with a high Muslim population) with a
modified firearm, making him a reasonable threat to public safety.
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PMV

23/07/2015

Unknown

A gun was confiscated from a bus of anti-Islam protesters travelling from Sydney to Melbourne for a Reclaim Australian
rally. Members of the United Patriots Front were on the bus. Police searched the bus because of Facebook posts
indicated that attendees would be “packing firearms.”

PMV

15/06/2015

QLD

Taskforce Maxima raids 28 locations in Cairns, Townsville, Mr Isa and Roma, and involved 61 people and 167 charges.
The raid was targeting “neo-Nazi supporters”, with images indicating (to me) neo-Nazi beliefs given the many swastikas,
iron cross, and confederate flags. Police seized 200 cannabis plants, meth, cocaine, drug related equipment, and
weapons including an expandable baton and knuckledusters. The neo-Nazi supporters had ties to the Rebel bikie gang.

PMV

5/12/2013

VIC

The accused (22) attends the Broadmeadows Turkish and Islamic Cultural Centre in Melbourne armed with a knife. He
stabbed multiple men, killing one, while screaming “Are you Yahudi”? meaning “Are you Jewish?” And “I kill Yahudi” –
despite the fact the men being stabbed were Muslims. When police arrested him, he was foaming at the mouth and
screaming “The Jews have invaded the mosque, the Jews have invaded the mosque. Kill the Jews. We must kill all the
Jews.”

PMV

16/10/2013

NSW

Four men and one woman were assaulted in an anti-Semitic attack by three people, aged 17, 17 and 23. The victims
suffered concussion, fractures, lacerations, bruising and one suffered a bleed on the brain. The victims alleged they
were targeted because they are Jewish.

PMV

4/09/2013

VIC

The two accused went to a nightclub in south Melbourne and hatched a plan to assault gay people. They subsequently
assaulted and robbed two men who they believed to be gay. When police called the stolen phone, when they answered,
they said that showed the attack was motivated by a hatred of gay people. In an interview, they stated they wanted to
‘fuck up their day because they were gay.’ They displayed no remorse. One victim received serious injury requiring
extensive reconstructive dental work; and the second victim received extensive soft tissue damage and dental damage.

PMV

22/05/2013

VIC

The two accused attended the address of two Vietnamese women, breaking into the property and conducting violent
acts including rape, false imprisonment and armed robbery. Evidence was tendered to suggest there was racial
motivation, with the sentencing Judge noting that the racist comments throughout the attack should be viewed as an
aggravating feature.

PMV

2012/06/27

VIC

Two members of the neo-Nazi gang, the Crazy White Boys, conduct an unprovoked attack against a Vietnamese
International student, Minh Duong. He suffered significant injuries not limited to including swelling of the brain, frontal
depressed skull fracture, two stab wounds which penetrated the organ cavity. He was hospitalized for seven days. The
offenders were believed to be motivated by racial hatred. They were convicted.
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PMV

13/12/2011

VIC

A Police search of the accused’s home found him to be in possession of a cache of numerous firearms, silencers,
ammunition, balaclava, gloves, and devices capable of being used in Improvised Explosive Devices (IED). Individual
also accessed white supremacist and Neo-Nazi websites. Police also found video tapes depicting experimental
detonation of two explosives devices in garden. Individual told forensics psychologists he would “feel safer in a magical
white nation.”

PMI

24/12/2011

QLD

Attempted arson at Synagogue in Brisbane. The word “Satan” spray-painted on wall.

PMI

??/7/2011

NSW

An elderly Jewish man was entering a synagogue when he was harassed and assaulted by an person who exited a
vehicle to commit the assault

PMV

26/07/2011

VIC

The accused, (35), is arrested on charges relating to an explosive cache. It included switches for booby traps, blasting
explosives, pipe bombs, anti-personnel equipment (eg Kevlar vest), etc. He was charged with reckless conduct
endangering life (his home was near two schools), four counts of possession of explosives, and reckless conduct
endangering serious injury. The courier mail reported that he purchased $17,000 worth of explosives

PMI

10/03/2011

NSW

Attempted arson at Jewish school in Sydney, which failed to ignite.

PMI

2010/11/?

NSW

A Jewish man was assaulted while the attackers made anti-Semitic comments

PMI

4/02/2010

WA

Neo-Nazis shoot at the roof of the Suleymaniye Mosque in Perth, Western Australia. The three offenders were believed
to be part of the extreme nationalist group, Combat 18. They were charged with firearm offenses and criminal damage
and convicted.

PMV

31/03/2010

VIC

RSP, a young offender, and an accomplice gate crashed an Indian birthday party and became violent and racially
abusive. RSP, having refused to leave the property, stabbed one victim in the head with a screwdriver, piercing his
brain, leaving him with a traumatic brain injury. He then stabbed a second victim in the upper body. RSP then stabbed a
third victim in the neck below his ear, and along with the other offender, assaulted him. The accomplice was charged
with assault, while RSP was charged with intentionally causing serious injury. RSP claimed it was sparked in response
to a homosexual advance, and he was homophobic.

PMV

10/10/2009

NSW

The accused pursued an elderly Japanese man, Magno Alvarado, and assaulted him, occasioning in the death of
Alvarado. The victim was unknown to the offender. It was alleged that the offender yelled racial abuse at Alvarado
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throughout the attack, such as “fuck off Japanese cunt, fuck off back to Japan.” When a witness separated the two, the
offender said “you don’t understand, he’s Japanese.”
PMV

14/12/2008

VIC

Tyler Cassidy, a 15 year old teenager, was shot and killed by Victoria Police. It was alleged that he had been capsicum
sprayed 2x and was advancing on officers while intoxicated and armed with knives. Cassidy was a member of the white
pride group, Southern Cross Soldiers, considered to hold racist beliefs. He was styled as a skinhead, spent time with the
skinhead gang, and anti-police. The site of his shooting was later stickered by the Creativity Movement.

PMV

15/07/2007

QLD

The offender (16) shoots and kills his brother, and in conjunction with a friend, hides the body. The friend was a teacher
and allegedly a member of the KKK. The motivation for the killing was allegedly fears that the brother would tell people
about the offender’s contact with the KKK.

PMI

23/04/2007

NSW

Three men bashed two Asian men at a train station in an attack believed to be racially motivated.

PMI

14/12/2006

VIC

Catch the Fire Ministries appeal convictions for racial vilification against Muslims

PMI

30/07/2006

NSW

Attempted arson at Sydney synagogue. In separate event, three prominent Jewish people were sent envelopes of white
powder containing the comment “die Jews."

PMV

1/07/2006

NSW

The accused and a juvenile left a bar after 2am in the company of 3-4 other males. They assaulted Mr Carney, severely
bruising his head, breaking his nose, lacerating his head and lip, requiring in total 14 stitches. They then returned to the
bar. They group then assaulted three men in Hyde Park, seizing on, Mr Rudd, assaulting and robbing him. Rudd
suffered lacerations, bruising, and a fractured jaw. The accused was noted in the sentencing judgements to have
identified with skinhead culture.

PMI

27/01/2006

NT

The two accused arm themselves with metal batons and attend a house known as a drinking location for Aboriginal
people. The entered the resident and beat a middle aged Aboriginal man who was unknown to them with the baton,
taking turns in the assault. They left the house, then returned and continued the assault. The injuries sustained were not
life threatening, but severe. The judge described the attack as premeditated, in company, and without warning against a
stranger, and racially motivated.

PMV

4/12/2005

NSW

The Cronulla Riots occur. On this day, gangs of white Australians clashed with ethnic Australians on Cronulla beach. 26
people were injured and 16 were arrested and charged. It was largely organized over text message. One text message
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said: “Just a reminder that Cronulla’s 1st wog bashing day is still on this Sunday. Chinks bashing day is on the 27th and
the Jews are booked in for early January.”
PMI

10/10/2005

QLD

GV (pseudonym) appeals conviction for dangerous driving. He had been subject to a road rage incident with skinheads
in Brisbane, Queensland. The skinheads subsequently pursue GV for 11 kilometres at high speeds. The skinhead
vehicle collided with GV’s. The skinheads attempt to break into GV’s damaged vehicle, seriously injuring Nicole Lea.
They pursue GV on foot to a Caltex service station and assault him until interrupted by an off-duty policeman.

PMI

1/04/2005

VIC

The accused appeals his conviction of making a false document which claimed that weapons he possessed were owned
by Hitler.

PMI

20/09/2004

QLD

The accused, with co-offender appealed sentences delivered to them after pleading guilty to three counts of assault
occasioning bodily harm, wilful damage to property, and common assault against a man they believed to be gay. The
attack was believed to be motivated by homophobia, with the Crown Prosecutor described as a hate crime.

PMI

4/09/2004

NSW

Patriotic Youth League are believed to have postered Wollongong University campus with slogans such as “Don’t have
sex with Blacks – avoid AIDs,” “Australian unis for Australian students” and other such slogans. At the same time, it was
alleged that there had been racially motivated attacks on two African students who were severely beaten, while Asians
students were trapped at home while rocks were being thrown into their building. A Kenyan student reported he was
beaten for defending a Norwegian girl in an ethnic relationship. Racist and homophobic attacks are also alleged to have
occurred at UNSW. Kensington Campus was vandalized with the slogan “Jews are the new Nazis”

PMI

6/08/2004

WA

Australian Nationalist Movement leader (35) is arrested for 1 count of conspiracy to commit an indictable offence, being
criminal damage by fire, and is charged with 19 other counts of criminal damage, along with four accomplices. They
planned to bomb four Chinese restaurants, with three identified in Karawara, Ferndale and Willetton respectively. The 19
counts of criminal damage pertain to posting politically and racially motivated posters in prominent public places
between January and July 2003. All acts were designed to advertise The ANM Story, and foster fear in identified ethnic
communities. One offender absconded whilst on bail, and subsequently while on the run he was part of a plan to assault
a prosecution witness to the first conspiracy. He was therefore charged with conspiracy to pervert the course of justice.

PMI

27/06/2003

SA

The Adelaide Institute appeals finding by the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission that it had engaged in
unlawful conduct (18c) by publishing material found to vilify the Jewish people.

PMI

10/01/2003

WA

Incendiary attacks against a Perth synagogue
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PMI

c.2002

NSW/ACT

A Sydney synagogue and a Canberra synagogue subject to incendiary attacks

PMI

22/09/2001

WA

Two bullets fired at Jewish building in Perth

PMI

22/09/2001

QLD

The accused and his girlfriend were walking home from the nightclub when the accused yelled to a woman near a
mosque “let the war begin” and “the place is going to be burnt down.” He then returned home, fetched gloves, petrol,
and methylated spirits. He left. When he returned home, the mosque was on fire. He was convicted of racially motivated
arson.

PMI

c.2001

ACT

Two arson attacks against Canberra synagogue.

PMV

6/11/2000

WA

The offender murdered his friend, Barry William Lewis. Lewis was itinerant and eating at a soup kitchen when the
offender joined him. The offender drew a large hunting knife and stabbed Lewis in the neck, to protrude out the side of
his face. Lewis died at the scene. The offender was mentally impaired, and it was found he believed he was “being
persecuted by a large circle of agents including the government, Jewish people, and homosexuals and that the plot was
to kill him and that he was engaged in some sort of secret army battle against those agencies.” He was found guilty of
wilful murder.

PMI

2000

ACT/NSW

Four incendiary attacks on Jewish synagogues: one in Canberra, and three in Sydney.

PMI

12/10/1999

NSW

The offender, leader of a extreme right wing organisation, appeals conviction by Judge Viney that he did conspire with
another person to maliciously damage (firebomb) the car of Peter Coleman. The offender claims entrapment.

PMV

26/03/1999

VIC

The offender was sentenced on this day to the homophobic murder of a gay man on 7 October 1991, who he found at a
well-known homosexual beat. During the act of oral sex, the offender stabbed the victim five times and kicked him,
leaving him to die.

PMI

11/12/1998

NSW

Explosive device placed in letter box of synagogue in Sydney. It did not ignite properly and did minimal damage.

PMI

2/04/1995

VIC

Attempted arson at synagogue in Melbourne.
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PMI

1/01/1995

VIC

Attempted arson of a synagogue in Melbourne.

PMV

4/05/1994

SA

A skinhead neo-Nazi gang of teenagers (twenty youths) went on a “bashing spree” in Rundle Mall, Adelaide. The gang
were goose-stepping and shouting “seig heil” and “heil Hitler”. One boy was 15 years old, and was charged with assault
occasioning actual bodily harm. Another 17 year old was reported for assault, while a 22 year old was reported for
offensive and disorderly behaviour. Another 22yr old was reported for assault. In sum, 12 people were assaulted during
the 15 minute attack.

PMI

10/11/1993

NSW

Synagogue destroyed by fire in Sydney.

PMI

28/03/1991

NSW

Fire lit at synagogue in Sydney.

PMI

5/03/1991

NSW

Synagogue in Sydney destroyed by fire.

PMI

26/02/1991

NSW

Fire set at synagogue in Sydney.

PMI

25/01/1991

VIC

Fire set at Melbourne synagogue.

PMI

31/10/1990

VIC

Police investigate a neo-Nazi group alleged to have attacked Jewish families in the street, and broke in to and
vandalized a Jewish library and Jewish cemetery. Seven Jewish families received hand-delivered letters warning of a
Fourth Reich and a return to concentration camps, under the name of the Nazi Party of Victoria.

PMV

30/09/1990

WA

During the ANM trial, it is revealed that the ANM group talked of murdering senior police officers and a government
minister, blowing up ships outside of Perth, stealing weapons from Maylands Police Academy, and breaking prisoners
out of Freemantle Jail and arming them.

PMV

??/7/1990

NSW

The Tamarama Three assault and murder a Thai national, Kritchickorn Rattanajurathaporn at Marks Park, Sydney, by
throwing him off a cliff. This event followed a series of attacks on Marks park track believed to be associated with the
gang. Convicted.
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PMV/

12/06/1990

WA

Australian Nationalist Movement (ANM) leadership face trial for 197 individual charges.

PMI

1990/6/1-9

NSW

National Action leader is found to have conspired to maliciously damage, by means of fire, the property of Peter
Coleman.

PMV

21/04/1990

VIC

Two neo-Nazis offenders (23) and (27), along with skinhead minor attack David “Pommie” Noble at a party celebrating
Hitlers birthday. The victim was stabbed 20 times, struck in the head with a pickaxe, and beaten. They cut off his legs to
fit him in the boot of their car, and dumped the victim in the Yarra River. They are convicted.

PMI

20/04/1990

VIC

Synagogue in Melbourne set on fire.

PMV

20/04/1990

NSW

The offender (36), a member of National Action, shot and killed David Wayne Smith, a fellow member of National Action.
It is alleged that they had an argument about an court case regarding the shooting of Eddie Funde’s house. ASIO
recorded the entire attack, as they had legally planted listening devices in the room where the offender was talking on
the telephone. Convicted.

PMI

11/04/1990

VIC

Incendiary thrown at synagogue in Melbourne.

PMI

22/03/1990

VIC

Four incendiaries throwing through the window of synagogue in Melbourne.

PMI

17/01/1990

NSW

Incendiary thrown at Jewish residential college in Sydney.

PMI

??/12/1989

VIC

Neo-Nazi (23) and an accomplice assaults a man with rubber batons in Thornbury, Melbourne. The victim was a man
who the offender believed to be gay and making sexual advances towards him. The offender pled guilty to intentionally
causing serious injury.

PMV

2/09/1989

WA

Two offenders aged (21), and (23), members of ANM beat fellow ANM member, David Lock, to death, slit his throat,
and dump his body. It was alleged that Locke was a witness against ANM leaders currently on trial. Convicted.

PMV

4/07/1989

WA

Two ANM members are arrested at a house in Thornlie where they were storing stolen goods. One turns informant and
leads police two weapons caches containing rifles, 12 detonators, and silencer. Police are concerned there are more
caches hidden in metropolitan Perth.
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PMI

16/06/1989

WA

ANM rob the Akai warehouse in Balcatta by hammering a hole in the brick wall. They avoided the heat-seeking alarm by
Willey crawling through cardboard tunnels to access the stock.

PMI

15/06/1989

WA

ANM rob Ricoh and steal cameras.

PMV

??/5/1989

NSW

Alan Rosendal was attacked on a gay beat by a gang of mean armed with wooden planks and batons. Alan was taken to
hospital with severe head injuries and a broken nose. It was witnessed by Paul Simes, who was told by police that the
squad were police officers. Twenty-four years later, Simes learned that police suspected the assault was by a group of
skinheads. Paul and Alan’s statements and interviews were later found to have not been recorded. Police maintain that
Alans assault and what Paul witnessed were two separate events.

PMV

25/05/1989

WA

ANM firebomb the Ko Sing restaurant in Ferndale again, and throw in an explosive device.

PMI

20/05/1989

WA

ANM steal truck and break into Bayswater to steal an inflatable boat for marine attacks.

PMI

1/04/1989

WA

ANM rob Vox Adeon, and steal $40,000 worth of goods.

PMV

29/03/1989

NSW

Sydney Morning Herald reports of a series of attacks on Jewish properties by suspected neo-Nazi offshoots. One
firebomb was thrown through the window of the Yeshiva Girls High School, a second bounced off the school’s front door,
and another was found on the lawn of a Jewish Youth Club. A bomb threat was also made to the Jewish Hakoah Club.

PMI

??/3/1989

WA

ANM steal a car from John Hughes because he was married to an Asian Australian woman.

PMI

??/3/1989

WA

ANM rob National Mutual Life and Direct Digital Control, stealing cheques and office equipment.

PMI

16/03/1989

WA

ANM rob the A&M bookshop in Willetton.

PMI

10/03/1989

WA

ANM rob Belmont Management Corporation for computer equipment.
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PMI

??/3/1989

WA

ANM rob John Lyons.

PMI

28/02/1989

WA

ANM break in to Hilti LTD and steal construction equipment.

PMI

24/02/1989

WA

ANM break in to Vox Adeon in Willetton, stealing Tvs, video records, and compact disk players.

PMI

19/02/1989

WA

ANM rob Alco in Cannington and steal sheets of asbestos for the bunker.

PMI

9/02/1989

WA

ANM rob Vox Adean and stole records and cameras.

PMI

2/02/1989

WA

ANM rob Tandy’s in Cannington and steal radio equipment and electronic scanners.

PMV

27/01/1989

NSW

National Action leader (34) is charged accessory before the fact of malicious damage and possessing a firearm. Police
allege the offender gave the firearm to two other men, in addition to balaclavas, gloves, ammunition, and the address
African National Congress leader, Eddie Funde. Shots were fired into Fundes house, and the firearm hidden under floor
boards until it was collected by the leader.

PMI

1989/1/??

WA

ANM rob Welshpool in a series of break-ins to obtain chain saws and sand bags.

PMI

19/01/1989

WA

ANM firebomb Ling Nan restaurant in Mirrbooka.

PMI

16/01/1989

WA

ANM firebomb Ko Sing restaurant in Ferndale.

PMI

??/1/1989

WA?

Anti-racism campaigner Helen Carroll’s car was firebombed outside her home.

PMV

??/1/1989

WA

Australians Against Racism campaigner, Nick Smurthwaite, is lured to a car park by ANM and bashed. He is
hospitalized.
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PMI

1/01/1989

WA

ANM break in to Guildford premises and steal cheques and equipment.

PMV

10/12/1988

NSW

Scott Johnson, an American PhD student in Sydney, was found dead at the base of North Head cliff in Manly, Sydney.
He was naked. The death was ruled as a suicide, despite the site being a popular gay beat. Subsequent inquires
suggested that former gang members may have been involved in the gay hate crime, but that there was a friendly
relationship been the gang and police.

PMI

5/12/1988

NSW

National Action, comprising of 10 young white skinheads, disrupted a Liberal Party dinner, because it was being
addressed by the states only Asian politician, Helen Sham-Ho. NSW Premier Nick Greiner proposes anti-racism
legislation.

PMI

c.1988

NSW

Africaaner Weertsandsbeweging (Afrikaner Resistance Movement) is believed responsible for attacks on a Uniting
Church lesbian minister. Later it is suggested that National Action was responsible.

PMI

??/11/1988

WA

ANM firebomb the Golden House in Bellevue.

PMI

1/09/1988

WA

ANM firebomb the China City Restaurant in Como, and the Man Lin Restaurant in Karawara.

PMI

??/2/1988

WA

ANM member John Lyons sets fire to his house to claim the insurance money to fund the ANM. He absconds with the
money.

PMI

1985

QLD

Individual establishes National Vanguard in Queensland, and was linked to death threats sent to Jews in Brisbane, and
the revival of the KKK in Queensland. They was formerly National Action members.

PMI /

1985

NSW

NA have a magazine called Audacity, which has a “filth file” containing slanderous charges. Bronwyn Ridgeway’s
address was published in Audacity, and her care was firebombed outside of her home. In association with this,
numerous charges were filed against multiple individuals, ranging from insurance fraud, breaking and entering, and
possessing a prohibited weapon, making a home-made bomb and a cache of weapons.

PMI

16/08/1985

WA

The Communist Party Australia (CPA) was targeted in an arson attack in Perth, with $2000 worth of damage to the CPA
office and Pioneer bookshop. The site had been targeted repeatedly by the Australian Populist Movement (APM) a front
for National Action. The leader of APM is alleged to have been convicted of assault and robbery, and have links to both
ANM and NA. Their magazine is Stockade.
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PMV

7/12/1984

NSW

Anti-racism campaigner, Denis Freney, believes neo-Nazis linked to the National Action group were responsible for firing
a shotgun into the window of his house at 12:45 am, in retaliation for the publication of his book, Nazis out of Uniform.

PMV

c.1975

QLD

Offender (b.12/3/47) committed for trial in Brisbane for placing explosives in the communist party Headquarters in
Brisbane, also suspected of threatening to blow up an aircraft if friends were not released from gaol.

PMV

c.1975

TAS/QLD

Two offenders (born.27 April 1941) and (3 August 41) serving prison term in Tasmania for wilful damage, unlawful
wounding, and assault. Suspected of involvement in Brisbane CPA Headquarters bombing

PMI

c.1975

Unknown

Offender (born 19 May 1945) receives convictions for assaults in connection with “anti-left wing activities”

PMI

25/05/1972

VIC

Three far left bookshops, being the East Wind Bookshop, Source Bookshop, and CDA and Third World Bookshop in
Melbourne subject to incendiary attacks. Given nature of targets, it was likely this was by the far right.
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